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Trowell and Floyd 
capture election 
Official Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky I'niversity 
Richmond. Kv. 40475 
14p»gM 
' 
H> .IANFT JACOBS 
News Kdilur 
Clayhum Trowell and Charles Floyd 
of the Progressive Party won the 
Student Association presidential-vice 
presidential election for the 1980 1981 
year by just 24 votes over Optimist 
Party candidates Don McNay and 
Karen Chrisman 
Trowell Floyd had a total of 636 votes 
while the runners up had R12 Prank 
(ousaln and Steve McKinley. who ran 
imaffiliated. came in third place with 
"•77 votes 
Twenty-five percent of the students 
eligible i approximately 10.0001 voted in 
the elect tons, yeilding a turnout of 2,300 
Tim Adkins. chairman of the (elec- 
tions Committee, said the surprisingly 
good turnout was probably due to the 
weather "I really thought the key to 
I ho electron was the lack of weather." 
said Adkins "Many people came 
Ihrough the Powell Building who 
normally wouldn't, though the liad 
weather did keep some away " 
The results were tabulated by Ad 
iiiinistralive Computing in the Perkins 
Huilding There were 22 write ins and 
three spoiled ballots l-imbda Sigma. 
K i|i|..i Delta Tau and Sigma Tail Alpha 
iM-iiM-fI hand out ballots from in a m to 
il p in   Tuesday 
The election was run according to the 
Student Association <SAi constitution 
and special rules of order, said Adkins 
lie added that the increase in the 
number of tickets added different 
dimensions In the actual election* 
Trowell  commented on  his  victory 
staling. "I am happy I'm very pleased 
that we won Actually I'm shocked." he 
said "I'm glad that the students got out 
and voted and had that much faith in us 
to elect us the next president and vice 
president " 
"I'd just like to'say it was a tough 
race • all the other candidates worked 
really hard." said Floyd "I really 
appreciate what the students at the 
I 'niversily ilid by showing confidence in 
us We went out to win the race and I 
feel we can do the job " 
Floyd added I hill it was easy to be the 
winner, but thai they had some good 
friends in the race who were facing 
disappointments by not winning the 
election. 
All five tickets were worthy of win- 
ning the honor, commented Adkins 
The platform of Trowell-Floyd's 
Progressive Parly is based on 
responsible, realistic change They said 
they would like to accomplish such 
changes as updating the medical 
services on campus, establishing a 
lounge, dining area and informational 
bulletin for commuting students, 
lighting any unnecessary increases in 
luilion and establishing a good working 
relationship between the SA and 
governing bodies such as men s and 
women's interdorm 
The team has five years of ex- 
pcriencc in student government bet 
ween them and have hem involved in 
other campus activities Their ex- 
perience with the present ad- 
ministration, they said will aid them in 
pursuing work now in process by the 
current   president and vice president 
<  aiululalcs \ oles Percentage 
1 rim ell   Hi iMI 6.W. 2K"b 
Mc\a>   Chrisman (•12 26.5",. 
< nnsulo  Mi kinli -v 577 25" o 
\% clislcr   Kropai t'k 2AJ ll*s 
Nelson'Hoods IVI K"„ 
Rallots for Student Association presidential - vice-presidential elections were 
distributed from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday Of the approximately 10.000 
students who were eligible to vote. 2.300 voted for the 1980-81 officers, iphoto by 
III I.Ill   Polls I 
Telecommunications movie package 
requested by Brockton residents 
Kv liF.AN mill 
Cllv I■ llltm 
A petition has been circulated among • 
residents of the Henry (i Martin 
building requesting that a movie 
|iackagc be made available to the 
family living units of the University, in 
addition to the cable service already 
piovided lor those residents 
Itrockton residents already received 
cable services Ihrough the University 
.mil l IVC Telecommunications as a free 
service 'Die service was gained when 
the University 'offered a site to the 
telecommunications lirm ap- 
piiixiinately one year ago in order to 
place receiving devices for Richmond 
.iie.i  cable service 
In return lor the right to locate Ihe 
equipment in Commonwealth Hall. 
IIVU agreed to supply basic cable-fed 
commercial television lo the Univer- 
sity, according to University President 
.1 C   Powell 
The petition circulated by Ibe 
Itrockton residents asks lor a movie 
linkage to tic made available to them 
II such a movie package were 
procured. Itrockion residents receiving 
that service would pay a monthly 
service charge 
The   petition    reportedly     contained 
over 4o signatures 
Joe Taylor, vice president of 
operations lor OVt", said lhat when Ihe 
agreement was signed approximately 
one \ear ago by the I'niversity and Ins 
company. It clause in the agreement 
was made which stated lhat "Eastern 
was not interested in a movie package 
distribution at that lime " 
Powell said it is bis understanding 
lhat il a movie service were lo be made 
available  lo  the  Richmond   area.   Ihe 
same service would l>o available to 
l.iill il > noosing on campus by sub- 
scriptton 
Taylor saut that a movie package, 
known as "Showtime," will lie oflered 
in llicIIUIIUKI by llVf 
"Essentially we have our own cable 
system" winch serves dormitories, 
married student housing and other 
iireas. Powell said The OVC 
agreement allowed the use of a site in 
exchange for a basic service 
Persons living in the Itrockton 
complex who want lo acquire a movie 
IMckagc would be doing so individuallv 
mid ul their own expense 
Powell said that there is a provision 
in ihe contract.between the University 
.mil live winch allows negotiations lor 
a movie channel addition to the ser 
Vices already provided to family living 
units at Ihe I'niversity When such a 
movie package becomes available, the 
I niversily will negotiate lo see if Ihe 
lights to Ihe service can be made 
available   to Itrockton   complex 
residents, Powell added 
Periscope 
Frvin Slepp. Ihe highly-touted 
scoring machine from Phelps 
High School, signed a national 
leller of intent yesterday lo play 
basketball for the Colonels. 
Sports I (litni Jeff Smiley reports 
mi  the signing on page  III. 
editorials 2 
news-features :t-S 
organizations 7-9 
sports IO-II 
arts IMS 
Grise depicts price paid by females 
ll> HOIMN PATF.lt 
Managing Fdilor 
Shock, concern, sympathy and anger 
were some of Ihe emotions stirred up by 
l»r Maltha lirise as she spoke to an 
audience at th«' First United Methodist 
< hurch Monday night on the topic of 
Ibe High Price of Being Female" 
Assistant Professor of Fnglish al the 
I'niversity. (irise spoke in the second 
pnri of a three-part speaker series 
given at Ihe church on Ihe subject of 
human rights 
lleginning her talk with shocking and 
explicit stories concerning the physical 
costs of being female, (irise cited 
examples of how the killings of "girl 
liiibics" takes place in India, though not 
as outright as in Ihe past She told of 
Iwiw female infants are more subtly left 
to starve and then die of malnutrition 
She spoke of arranged marriages in 
Fgypt and of rape Then (irise 
cautioned her audience and talked of 
the shocking articles she has read about 
genital mutilation 
Affecting over 30 million women a 
year, (irise explained that the most 
common time for this mutilation to 
occur is between the ages of three and 
eight Australia. Brazil, the Soviet 
I nion. El Salvador. Iraq and Kenya are 
just some of the countries where this 
practice goes on. she continued 
"The worst thing about it." said 
(irise. is that the mothers of these 
young victims not only approve the 
practice but aid and abctt it. 
"lii    these    countries,    the    only 
ix'onnmic security for a woman is 
marriage." replied (irise, adding that 
these operations prevent sexual 
pleasure for a woman so that she will 
have lo remain faithful to her husband 
often a requirement lor an arranged 
marriage 
"Needless lo say." explained (irise. 
"many    women    die;    many    com- 
plications   billow   So that        in  some 
places     tin- cost of l>emg a woman is 
sometimes one's lile " 
In ihe I'liited States, (irise outlined. 
the costs of being a woman are that of 
physical, financial and also that of the 
human spirit 
Unnecessary operations concerning 
women are a major concern in this 
country, (irise pointed out She stated 
that approximately I'AO.INN) hysterec- 
tomies are performed each year and 
thai some doctors estimate that one out 
ol lour are unnecessary. 
"Many limes they are performed 
routinely to sterilize women." (irise 
responded "And there is also concern 
over Ihe great increase in the number 
of caeserean sections performed by 
many doctors to avoid malpractice 
suits." she went on 
Crise also pointed out thai "Ihe male- 
dominated medical profession has 
dragged its feel on research of men's 
contraceptive devices. "Women take 
the responsibility of prevention and 
• hen take the consequences." (irise 
said 
"■tape" is another cost of being 
female, she pointed out. "Rape trials 
have very often not been trials of the 
accused rapist. Ixit ol the woman " 
Citing Ihe recent legislation passed 
by Ihe 198(1 Kentucky (ieneral 
Assembly last month which stiffened 
the penalties for convicted rapisls. 
(irise said that she feels this new 
legislation will do women more harm 
I han good 
"When the penalties are severe. Ihe 
court's will not convict." she com- 
mented. 
Another cost that (irise spoke of is 
spouse abuse, or more commonly, wife 
abuse 
"Everyone wants to know 'Why does 
she lake if Why does she stay.'" said 
lirise 
Economic        dependence. im- 
mobilization by fear and a woman's 
loss of self-concept are some reasons 
lirise gave "Men are trying lo live up 
to ihe image our culture has set up for 
them They're terribly threatened by 
Ihe thought of losing Iheir women." she 
explained 
Women criminals come up against 
discrimination when facing stricter 
charges and harsher sentences than 
men and receive less adequate 
vocational training in prisons than 
male prisoners, (irise said 
And then there are Ihe financial costs 
of being a woman, (irise spoke on next. 
Irom Ihe standpoint of some of the 
anxieties some people have about the 
ERA 
"The misconceptions are so 
widespread." (irise remarked 
One ol the myths about Ihe FRA. 
lirise shared, is thai people think that it 
will require women to provide !>0 
|M*rccnl ol the household income 
"What we waul is lor Ihe courts of the 
land lo recognize Ihe value ol women's 
worth in the home the economic 
value of what women do in the home, so 
lhat when marriages break up this 
will he taken into consideration,    said 
lirise 
Another myth, slated (irise. is thai 
iMopIc think lhal women will have an 
automatic right lo support in 
marriages "Thecourts do not interfere 
in ongoing marriages." she explained 
(irise. who has been greatly involved 
with the ERA movement in Kentucky, 
would not say whether or not she had 
lieen subject lo sexual discrimination 
while leaching al Ihe I'niversily 
"I Mill say. though, thai a lew years 
ago. Fastern Kentucky University was 
sued by the 1 S Department of Labor 
lor sex discrimination lhal year, I 
got     II     If     percent     raise."     (irise 
remarked 
"Oneof the things that has been most 
painful to me." Grise commented about 
Ibe ERA, "is that some of Ihe op- 
position to the FRA has come from 
fundamentalist churches." she said 
The Fit \ trying to get it passed 
Irom stale lo state, is to me. the 
grossest injustice of all." (irise added, 
saying lhat men are automatically 
guaranteed these same rights under the 
U S   Constitution 
Emergency Medical Care 
Program eyed 
for accreditation 
By JANET JACOBS 
News Fdilor 
The American Medical Association 
i AM \ i came lo the University April H 
and 9 lor Ihe first on site visit in the 
nation to evaluate an Emergency 
Medical Care lEMI'l program for 
accreditation 
According lo John Rasmussen. 
coordinator of the EMU program, 
during Ihe visit AMA representatives 
looked al Ihe program visited the 
clinical sites in Lexington and 
Louisville, talked with President J.C 
Powell and Dr John Kowlett. vice 
president of academic affairs and 
research and held interviews with 
students and faculty 
The representatives then made a 
report on Ihe program, indicating its 
strengths and said that they will 
recommend Ihe program lor lull ac 
credital ion 
Rasmussen said thai the program 
will go before Hie Joint Review Com 
lllillee in May and then Ihe AMA 
Committee on Allied Health Education 
in June The I'niversity will gel an 
official response July I   he added 
"I think it's kind of an honor lhal the 
Kentucky program may be the first 
accredited program m the I' s . ' stated 
Rasmussen 
The program began in i97fi and has 
graduated ii lot a I of >~ students m three 
classes 
Students' in Ihe program receive their 
associate of science degree which 
generally lakes two years lo complete 
Following    graduation    from    the 
program, students take State Boards 
administered by ihe Kentucky Stale 
Hoard for Medical l.icensure to become 
certified paramedics in Kentucky 
All of the program's graduates have 
lieen placed so far: two practice in 
Richmond and many with Ihe Louisville 
F.mergency  Medical Services 
The department has three full lime 
and three |>art lime professors Along 
with general education courses 
students .ire required to take classes in 
human anatomy intermediate and 
advanced FMC and clinical courses in 
conjunction with hospitals among 
others 
Following completion of this basic 
core, students do an internship under 
the direction of a paramedic, nurse or 
technician, who evaluates them prior to 
taking the hoards 
There are 29 students currently in the 
paramedic portion ol the program "We 
have |iist about reached our saturation 
level now." said Rasmussen. "We can't 
handle many more lint following ac 
credilalion the niimtier will probably 
increase Al least we'll get more ap 
plicants from the nation as a whole, he 
added 
Ml ol Ihe students currently in the 
program are Irom Kentucky except one 
student who is from New York 
The W1A representatives who 
carried  out   Ibe  evaluation   were   Dr 
Norman McSwoin professor ol surgery 
.il Tulane I'niversity. Mary Beth 
Skctlon. paramedic coordinator for Ihr 
slate ol Louisiana and Jack Wofford. 
Irom Ihe Karon River EMS System ill 
How ling (ireen 
Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Two local bars 
closed for 15 days 
My JANFTJAI (HIS 
News editor 
Two Richmond bars.   Ihe Hear and 
Hull and The Family Dog. were ordered 
to close Irom April Lit In May 12 by Ihe 
Vlcoholir . Beverage   Control    iART*j 
Hoard following an April it meeting In 
Frankfort,    according   to    l.es    Cole, 
cistern Kentucky   \HC supervisor 
The order was issued as a result ol 
the March li ABC investigation of Rich 
mond bars which left :I4 persons and 
live Richmond bars cited lor liquor 
i uilal ions 
So lar. lour of Ihe five liars have 
appeared before the Hoard and three 
have received official rulings Cases ol 
Ihe Bear and Bull, The Family Dog and 
Phone :l were heard Tuesday. April K 
The   Hoard   also   heard  Sutler's   Mill 
Monday April 14. but has not reached .1 
decision on Iheir case as ol vet, staled 
1 ole 
An order signed by the Honorable 
I tennis Carrigan. dated April 11 stated 
lhal there was sufficient evidence that 
the licensee did violate the law in the 
caseol the Hear and Hull The bar was 
cited for selling and delivering 
alcoholic beverages to 11 minors all 
University students, said Cole 
"The premises are suspended lor :tu 
days Fifteen days are probated for a 
I»TIIKI of one year " said Cole "Thev 
were given another IS days ol the :to lo 
pay or serve " Payment would he Sl.'i .1 
day en .1 lotol of $:,■<:> or Ihe bar would In- 
closed IS days   he added 
"In addition tin- Hear and Hull had 
ISM BARS. p*«* 141 
Laid back 
\ l>ed of bricks kept this student content as he slept in the sun yesterday The 
sunshine was a nice change from the 40 degree, rainy weather which started off 
the week   iphoto by Sieve Hrowni \ 
\ 
HiH^H mm ■■^■■■■■■OTBBVW ■■■■W^^^ 
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Editorial 
Format alters plans 
'New' graduation 
forgets students 
Graduation Dav has traditional!) 
been a day thai a graduate never 
forgets. 
This Mill never he more true than 
i he University Commencement 
exercises m May 
Unionunatclv. three weeks ago, 
the University administration an- 
nounced ilui the graduation 
exercises would he changed lor ihis 
year's graduation, as well a-- the 
>ears to come. 
This        announcement was 
"sprung" on University students 
hard) si\ weeks before the actual 
gradual km ceremony. 
Students were inlonned dial the 
exercises would he altered in three 
very important ways, those being a 
new dale, a new site and a new 
Ibi mat. 
Instead ol holding the Spring 
Commencement on its traditional 
Sunday afternoon in the Alumni 
c oliscum. students were told that it 
would he moved to HutlgCI I leld 
and held at 1:30 p.m. oil Satuidav 
May 10. 
B> basing ii at Hangci field, 
instead ol the coliseum, it was 
explained that this would eliminate 
one ol the majoi problems with the 
exercises as ol recent years—that ol 
adequate seating. 
Hanger I icId will have the 
capacity to provide comfortable 
seating foi more than 2(>.(KH> 
persons. Inclemem weather. 
though, will return the ceremony to 
the coliseum, according to the new 
lor mat. 
I he major change in program 
formal will he a shortened program 
consisting ol two main parts, those 
being an address h> a guest speaker 
and the conferring <«l degrees by the 
president. However, students will 
IIOI come lorward. as in ihe past, IO 
receive diploma covers personally 
I mm the president ol the t University. 
Instead, alter the program at 
Hanger field, each ol the nine 
I niversitv colleges and the graduate 
school will host individual recep- 
tions at locations throughout the 
campus. \i ihese receptions, each ol 
ihe college deans will greet the 
students individually and present the 
diploma cover 
Since the new date loi graduation 
will tail on a Satuidav. it was also 
announced lo students thai the 
baccalaureateservice will no longer 
he purl ol the graduation program. 
This alteration ol the commence- 
ment exercises was the result ol an 
appointed Univefsiiy committee 
that was given ihe responsibility to 
study ihe Commencement exercises 
and recommend »aw that the 
ceremony might be unproved. It was 
t'.rnied shortly alter the IS»7S* sptiitg 
commencement due to numerous 
complaints Irom students, parents 
and I acuity in regard 10 the 
graduation exercises. 
Ihe Committee had DO student 
representation and its work was 
apparently one of the best kept 
secrets on campus lor whatever 
reason, be it the neglect ol the media 
or the wish ol the University. 
It might he noted that while 
students apparently had no input on 
the change, the University faculty 
through the faculty Senate was 
consulted last semester lor feedback 
on the committee recommendations 
which will now go into effect on 
graduation day. The University 
Hoard ol Regents will be advised ol 
the new changes at their meeting on 
Saturday. 
Ihe merits of changing the site 
and program format cannot be 
argued against logically. I hey are 
both good ideas. The changes will 
provide more comfort for those 
attending the Commenccmeni exer- 
cises and ensure a more orderly How 
ol the program. A long, drawn-out 
program which had the University 
president presenting somewhere 
neai 2.(10(1 diploma covers in 
sweltering heat was a definite 
handicap in the past. These changes 
will collect that 
Along ihe same lines, n should he 
noted that many other Universities 
have changed io similar formats 
ovei the past lew veais due lo the 
large si/es ol graduating classes 
< hanging graduation day Irom 
Sunday and "Mother's Day" to 
s.u in day May 10. though, is one 
change ilui has angered main 
students who saw iheir graduation 
Irom college as ihe perfect gilt to 
ihen mothers. Ii is also a change 
ih.II is mystifying since no clear 
logical reason lot u can readily 
come io mind. 
HIII. whai has been particularly 
annoying to main students is the 
inning ol the announcement of the 
new program format—six weeks 
before graduation. 
I his will undoubtedly cause much 
inconvenience since the parents and 
11lends ol main graduating seniors 
have based their plans loi 
giaduation on past graduations. 
Reservations will have to he 
changed and plans will have to he 
altered. 
\ question thai readily comes io 
mind is what took the committee 
anil I lliversiiy so long in then 
decision toaltei Ihe < ommeiicenient 
exercises? 
A decision should have been 
reached al least by the end ol last 
scmcsici. surely. 
In all likelihood, ihe new changes 
might make graduation more 
pleasant lor all concerned Ihis year 
and in the coming years. Hut it 
might have been much more 
pleasant it the University had taken 
ihe lime lo considc the feelings ol 
its students. 
Alei all. graduation is lor  them 
Isll'l   u'' 
A laz^ ffiertiooH tn M&i 
Inter-Fraternity Council criticized 
for reversal of colonization decision 
By IIKIW till I   VIKs 
(.Ill-si   (l|ll IIII III 
At a time in our country when 
politicians are being drowned in 
sieeks into which they drove their 
cars 10 years ago. when presidents 
don't campaign in campaign years, 
when athletes drive Mercedes' in 
picket lines and monetary knights 
are"llunt"ing flaws in the baroque 
strategy of the Wall Street chess 
game, mv complaint is hardly news. 
Vet it is significant. 
fast November, in a very 
benevolent move, the University's 
lnlei-1 ralcrmiy C ouncil (II C) voted 
to considet opening our campus to 
the colonization of lour fraternal 
organizations whose qualifications 
might enhance the existing fraternity 
situation. 
Ol ihe lout invited lo make 
presentations, the national organi- 
zation ol Phi kappa Tail became 
very excited with the opportunity, as 
it has lor some time considered the 
University to be an excellent 
environment lor. the type of 
Irateinily chapteis it encourages. 
Understandably, I'hi Kappa Tau 
was represented by its national 
president, who informed the IFC of 
Us strong desire to colonize here and 
ol its ability to meet IIC '-determined 
criteria. Ihe criteria include an 
abundance ol alumni (over 2,000) in 
this area, proximity to National 
Headquarters (Miami of Ohio) and 
an adequate number of I'hi Kappa 
I .HI transfer Mudcnls who would 
encourage the growth and quality of 
a new chapter. I.astern now has five 
lull time active Pin Kappa Tau 
mem bets 
I'hi Kappa I an is well-established 
at Georgetown, the University of 
Kentucky. Transylvania, Louisville 
and Centre and is currently 
colonizing at Murray. 
The chapter at Georgetown, 
thiough which I became a member. 
Perspective 
editor's mailbag 
Fire? 
I tear Kilitor 
I ><i v ou sleep cnmlnrtahl) in the quiet 
fonflnni ol your dorm'' We don't and 
urn unuldn | i'ither il vou knew what we 
tin 
Last year 12.turn lives were lost due to 
(ire Kire does now know race, religion 
sex or age II can kill earn one of u_s It 
lakes only seconds lor it to spread 
Kire strikes anywhere and college 
i iimnust-s are no exception Two years 
ago a lire in ll dormitory look the lives 
has a membership of almost 
one-tenth of the campus' male 
enrollment and has led George- 
town's fraternities in cumulative 
Cil'A lor 25 consecutive semesters. 
Our chapter has exceeded a 3.2 
cumulative Cil'A on several 
occasions and we have always taken 
pride in our commitment to 
community service and campus 
social life. 
Recently, the IFC reversed its 
decision and has closed the campus 
to possible colonization by Phi 
Kappa Tau and other interested 
tiaterniiies. 
The reason for the reversal. I was 
informed, was that the initial 
decision to expand the number of 
fraternities here was to encourage a 
black fraternity, to colonize and that 
expansion in any othet area would 
hurt existing organizations. 
I have many friends who belong 
to fraternities and sororities at this 
University and number them among 
the reasons that I chose to transfer 
here. 
I am certain that none of them 
would feel intimidated by another 
organization whose sole purpose 
would be to enhance Ihe existing 
(iieek community. 
After all, competition for 
members, a wider number ol 
activities to choose from and 
increased Greek visibility, are the 
factors that improve campus 
lialernal organizations--not endan- 
ger ihfcrti.'" 
i II "status quo" is a mono and 
"complacency" a by-word, then 
perhaps the qualities of leadership 
alluded to at the outset of ihis 
opinion are not so far removed from 
those exhibited by the University's 
Cireek governing body and differ 
merely in scale. 
And il. as they say, we are 
America's future, perhaps, there 
really is an issue ol importance here. 
And one of significance. 
"I nine innocent girls al Providence 
College. Providence It I It could have 
neon Kastern 
We are alraid that if it was Kastern it 
wouldn't lie nine lives It would be 
more When vou report a lire you ex 
|iccl lo get trained hrefighters This not 
the case al Kastern You gel security 
They lack the IraimnR and equipment 
to (Hit out a lire 
II there is a report of a lire, security- 
calls the fire department, puts them on 
stand hv and checks to see if there is a 
lire The lirst live minutes, which are 
the most crucial, are now lost 
What is ihe lire department here lor 
il lhey are not to go lo fires" 
firefighters belong at fires If you are 
concerned about your life safety join us 
by vv riling lo Ihe Progress showing your 
concern 
Thank You. 
The Co op firefighters of K K I' 
Progress praise 
Dear Kditor 
On behalf of the Social Science 
Kcpartment.   I   wish   to   express   our 
apprccialion for the feature article 
covering our CSS panel teaching ex 
IMTimcnl in Ihe April :t. I WHO edition of 
The Kastern  Progress. 
Reporter Rich Bowl In wan 
knowledgeable in his questioning and 
did a thorough, accurate job of 
reporting Me has further advanced 
vour paper's reputation for excellence 
Yours truly. 
K  Ann Slebbins 
Chairperson 
A day at the races 
I oi niosi people, this past 
Satuidav was just another dreary, 
rainy April afternoon. Bui foi me. n 
luilted out io he an exciting day at 
the races—ihe thoroughbred races at 
Keeneland, to he exact. 
As a titsi nme goer. I cautious!) 
anticipated what ihe day would have 
in siore lor me. I hail seen horse 
racing on I V several nines but I had 
nevei before been lo a race. 
So here I was. a true novice, 
selling out lor keeneland with my 
dale and with no knowledge 
whatsoever about picking horses or 
placing bets. 
I look mv money (positive thai I 
would lose il all), along with racing 
pi edict ions from the Herald-leader 
and got a program when we got to 
the Hack. 
A I r lend had lold me that 
whenever she goes lo Keeneland. she 
Usually wins only about 60 cents or a 
dollar. So. I wasn't hoping lor 
much. 
I received a little coaching from 
in) date, who explained this 
"belling business" and how the 
system Ol odds wnikcd However, 
he klI it up lo me lo make mv own 
choices anil somehow, luck was with 
me that dav. 
>' 
We bet on the first live 
i.iccs--gach ol us choosing different 
hoiscs. I irsi. I would look al my 
program and then consult the 
Herald loi its predictions. Then I 
would watch ihe board on the track 
which kept Hashing the odds lor 
each horse in each race as the bet- 
IHHiieil ill. 
Vs. ilh 15 minutes left 10 go for the 
lusi race. I chose a long shot, 
Nunibei live-Chief of Queens—to 
show (third-place or better) and 
placed a mere, but sale. $2 bet. 
Although it was raining, we—and 
hundreds of olher fans-lined up 
alone Ihe fence next to the muddy 
track. One could feel the tension 
build as the horses and Jockeys 
lunged Irom the starling gale. 
Ihus. the lirst race began and the 
crowd roared. I, loo, got a bit 
carried away and shouted "Come 
on Number Five." After all, it was 
my lirsi race and there was my $2 at 
stake. 
As ihe horses approached Ihe 
finish line, my horse barely 
overlook my date's choice and came 
in tlnrd-place--a close photo finish. 
Jumping up and down, I waned lor 
the official pay-off figures to show 
up on the board. As I waited, the 
jockeys relumed on their horses. 
splattered from head to toe with 
mud. 
I won $5.60 on I hat $2 bet in the 
lust race and went on to win $6 and 
i hen 90cents in ihe second and third 
I .lie's. 
III Ihe lourlh race, however, I got 
a bit loo confident and placed a big 
$4 bet on Jestian Chief, a horse 
picked to win the race. Saturday was 
not his dav loi being a winner, I 
said, consoling myself as he lost the 
race and I lost my $4. 
Nevertheless, I was still ovei $4 
ahead and decided to brave one 
more lace. Hut even as I elbowed my 
way ihtough the crowd to the 
helling window. I wrestled with my 
mind as to which horse lo bet on. 
Number 5. Justacam. was favored 
10 place (finish second) by Mutucl's 
Ratings. The Herald also had 
confidence in Justacam. The 
( locker's predictions picked a horse 
named Betrothal lo show in this 
race, although none ol the other 
predictors did 
(all 11 intuition or mere luck. 
Anyway, at the last minute, it was 
either Betrothal lo show or 
Justacam 10 place. I placed my $2 
bet (with another $2 remaining) on 
Betrothal—a 16 to I longshoi. 
My date went with Chips and 
Hone) and laughed at my choice, an 
unattractive gray horse, as he 
trolled out onto the track. "The old 
giay mare just ain't what she used 10 
be," he laughed. 
Al the start ol the race, his horse 
took the lead and mine was running 
behind ai fourth or fifth place. I 
held mv breath. His horse lost the 
lead (as well as the race) and 
Justacam showed. Betrothal, of all 
the luck, came in second and the 
"old gray mare" was even belter 
than she used to be. 
That final $2 bet on Betrothal 
brought me $7.20 for an oveiall 
SK.60 for ihe day's winnings. 
Not bad lor a beginner, huh? 
No more races lot today, I 
decided. I had come out ahead and 
wanted 10 keep it that way. Besides, 
my date had gone nearly $2 in the 
hole. 
We both had been warned ol 
gambling addiction. So we gracious- 
ly left Keeneland while we still had 
enough gas money for the ride 
home. 
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'Sky's the limit' for 
broadcasting major Crump 
University student Steve Crump win leave the University   Louisville, currently works as a disc-Jockey weeknights at 
following his graduation in May to take a Job in TV in   WEKY radio here in town (photo by Will Mansfield) 
Savannah, Ga   The 22-year-old broadcasting major from 
University student 
She likes to horse around... 
English style 
Hv KHAN COWHERD 
Staff Writer 
"If wishes were horses then beggars 
would ride . ." goes the nursery 
rhyme. 
If wishes were indeed horses. Karen 
Krench would certainly ride. French's 
higgest wish is for a horse. 
HeT wish for a horse was temporarily 
answered when she was in seventh 
Krade 
"All my life, since I was a little tot. I 
had wanted a horse. Then my dad said 
we were moving and I had to get rid of 
her." she remembered sadly 
With I he move from Colorado to New 
York came the switch to English-style 
riding from Western and as it turned 
out. Krench found she liked English 
better 
"It's more an art in English than in 
Western." she said. ''■• 
She began taking riding lessons 
seriously as a freshman in high school 
i K course, there were problems - her 
age, her height and the constant 
changing of horses She would be put on 
a different horse each time she went to 
a riding lesson, which meant that both 
she and the horse had to adapt 
"Actually it's a drawback Once you 
net to working with one horse, then you 
have to change." she said. 
of course the next major step was 
competition. And horse shows 
presented their share of problems, too 
like money, the competition itself and 
plenty of hassles. 
"Horse shows have to be the biggest 
hassles for everybody; you and the 
horse." she remembers with a slight 
laugh. 
It's easy to drop $100 and only be in a 
couple of classes Plus, there are the 
expected riding clothes. And a horse is 
ridden by several people in competition 
on one day. which quickly tires him and 
gives each rider the extra problem of 
having to motivate him. 
She described her first show as "an 
experience." 
"Competition gets fierce They go for 
blood!'' she said 
She didn't place in her first two 
classes but placed fifth in her last class 
To those unfamiliar with horses or 
horse shows, this may not sound like 
much of an accomplishment. But one 
must take into consideration that 
Krench was competing against girls 
from Bennett College, a finishing 
college for girls with a specialized 
program in riding She was competing 
against girls with their own horses and 
years of experience. 
Krenrh's July 4th show was her most 
memorable. 
"I lost my ribbon place because my 
■very So Often 
Springtime 
Donna Bunch 
It's that time of year again. 
The   sun   wakes    you   up and 
suddenly it feels like spring. 
Alter digging through piles of 
dirt) laundry, tennis rackets and old 
hooks, you finally find your 
sneakers. 
In the spirit of the moment, you 
; jump into a pair of old cut-offs and 
; a lee-shin before jogging off to 
', class. 
You're   almost    to   the   Powell 
Building before you realize that the 
an-oil's were probably a mistake. 
; You pull your books close to your 
chest and take long, fast steps. 
I ooking straight  ahead, you try 
. to avoid all of those eyes that you 
know are looking at you ... no, not 
looking at you but looking you over. 
It's "horny corner" lime again. 
Although the corner has been here 
lor less than a decade, it seems to 
have become a campus tradition. 
Spring arrives ... so do the men . 
. . and i he wolf whistles. 
Alter much observation, one sees 
ihat there are three ways to handle 
I he unsolicited attention. 
Some girls tend to revel in it. They 
wear their strappiest sandals, their 
biggest smiles and call all of the guys 
by name. 
Others walk as close to the Powell 
Building as they can get in hopes 
that the shadows of the building will 
miraculously make them invisible to 
the girl-watchers. 
The majority of the girls don't 
take detours but they don't like the 
uncomfortable feeling of having a 
hundred eyeballs focused on the way 
they walk either. 
So, in these days of women's 
liberation, how should a female 
handle the situation? 
Obviously, the logical answer is to 
ignore the situation. But few of us 
are logical, so maybe there is a 
better way. 
If you're the kind of person who 
feels guilty about receiving all of 
that attention because of your attire 
or lack of it. you could always dress 
like a nun. But habits get hot . . . 
Maybe you could take up the fine 
an of self-defense. With a little 
training, a biology book can be 
aimed so that the culprit lands in the 
ivy, perhaps with a little mud on his 
face. 
If you're not into throwing 
things, you could always travel with 
the members of the Tae Kwon Do 
Club in tow, or better yet learn the 
martial arts yourself. A little black 
belt does wonders. 
But what are you really protecting 
yourself from? 
From whistles . . . from a little 
attention . . . from someone who 
doesn't really know how to start up 
a conversation? 
It really doesn't sound that scary. 
Perhaps the best way to handle 
the situation is the way that seems to 
be becoming the most popular. 
If you can't beat them, join them. 
The next time you have to walk 
across the corner on a pretty day 
and someone whistles at you, do 
what women have been dying to do 
for generations and are only now 
getting the courage to do. 
Whistle back. 
horse backed out of a hedge, but I 
learned a lot." Krench explained "A lot 
of horses tend to let go outside 1 
learned a lot about handling my horse 
I chalked it up to experience It was an 
expensive mistake, but that's how you 
leam." she said 
Krench hopes to return to competitive 
riding soon 
"I would like to start riding again." 
she commented. "Once you do it. it's in 
your blood I've learned a lot from my 
horse - working with something that 
has a mind of its own I've found it 
challenging: competitive. 
"Forme, it's my own little world I'm 
so engrossed in my own thoughts that I 
don't know what anybody else is doing 
"It's a lot of frustration Things won't 
go right." she continued "You want to 
quit but you know you can't Then you 
win a ribbon and you feel like you've 
conquered the world'" 
Rv MAI.KENA IKil (.1 AS 
Staff Writer 
He's a University senior with two 
years of experience in TV and four 
years of experience in radio and he's 
proud of it 
He's a guy that could go far in life and 
will prove this when he begins the job 
he just recently landed 
Come May 17. this guy will be in 
Savannah. Ga.. working at the NBC 
affiliated WSAV. channel 1. The same 
station where Tom Snyder worked in 
his younger days 
Steve Crump is a 22-year-old 
broadcasting major who hails from 
Louisville, home of the 1980 NCAA 
basketball champs 
He currently works weeknights at 
WEKY in Richmond in a position he's 
held since early June 1979 
Other experience to Crump's credit 
includes working at the ABC affiliate in 
Bowling Green. Channel 13. and the 
CBS affiliate in Louisville. WHAS. 
during the one-year break from school 
he took following completion of his 
junior year. 
He also did weekend reporting and 
photography for Channel 62 last 
summer 
Crump is proud of all the experience 
he's gained and doesn't hesitate to 
reveal any of it. "Not too many students 
can say that." he gleamed and added. 
"I think I'm ready to move on " 
With all this experience, it's no 
wonder that Crump will indeed be 
moving on. 
Even though he works in both. Crump 
prefers television over radio 
"With all the innovations-equipment 
and technology-television is a more 
versatile media. Television is just 
much more of a challenge: it demands 
a lot more." he said 
Crump added. "Dean Cannon says 
you should just set your sights higher 
ihan radio " 
Cannon, associate professor of 
communications explained. "I told him 
that because I think he's got better- 
than-average beginning experience and 
more than intra-level skills in 
newswriting 
"He has demonstrated to methat he's 
dependable, objective and creative in 
his approach to stories" Cannon con- 
tinued "He's not afraid to work long 
hours He usually demonstrates 
maturity and projects a positive at- 
titude." 
In summary. Cannon remarked. 
"Those are features which 1 believe 
should endow him with a better-than- 
People Poll 
By JACKIE PKEIKER 
Staff Writer 
Do you have spring fever? 
vV 
Dino    Carozza.    senior,     public 
relations. Pittsburg. Penn. 
"Heck yeah, I do. and I can't wait 
until school's out so I can get rid of 
it." 
John   Calaldo.   junior,   police   ad- 
ministration. West Palm Reach. Fa. 
"I guess so. I sit out here just 
about every day I don't know if it's 
spring fever or what but 1 just like to 
sit here and look around " 
* 
Pain    Higdon.    junior,    forensic 
science. l.ebanon. 
"Yes, I've got it   It's contagious " 
Jorkle Greene, sophomore, physical 
education. Midway. 
"Yes It seems like we've been 
putting up with winter forever I'm 
ready for spring." 
average chance  of  succeeding   as   a 
broadcaster or news reporter " 
Crump used to be really gung-ho 
about radio and TV "As you grow with 
the business you kinda realize what it's 
going to take to survive." he com 
mented 
"Deep down, as a kid. I can always 
remember that radio and television is 
what I always wanted to do 
"At times I feel like my life does 
revolve around broadcasting, but I like 
to do other things, too Hey. I like to 
play football on Sunday afternoons." he 
laughed 
Crump graduated from Louisville's 
Trinity High School in 1975 The only 
subject be studied there that would 
benefit a broadcaster was the one 
speech class he took his senior year 
Upon coming to the University. 
Crump was a political science major 
for "one or two semesters But I could 
see that wasn't going to work out." he 
said 
Crump doesn't know what made him 
change his mind to broadcasting 
"The story I always tell is that it's 
what I've always wanted to do since I 
was a kid I took a COM 200 class, was 
content with it and one thing led to 
another." he explained 
Crump really doesn't have any one 
goal he wishes to attain "The sky's the 
limit There's so many things I'd like to 
do. you can't really say I've got a goal " 
He continued, "Everyone has as their 
goal to be a Walter Cronkite or a Gary 
Owens I think one thing they lose is the 
ability to be creative " 
Crump is frequently recognized when 
he goes places "It's embarrassing at 
times, hut you like it It feeds your ego: 
to be in this business you've got to have 
an ego." he noted 
On several occasions. Crump has had 
people come up to him and tell him he 
sounds like a  white person   "I  don't ' 
mean to sound white   I  guess it just 
comea from experience." he said 
People liketo mimic Crump too "It's 
sometimes funny at first, but then it 
just gets dumb." 
Crump plays disco and rhythm n 
blues music at WEKY (iften during his 
broadcast, he'll bring up his own 
personal views on certain subjects, 
which  bring out  listeners'  responses 
"If I reach somebody, then I feel like 
I'm doing my job Even if someone just 
calls up to thank me for playing a song, 
I feel good and feel like I'm doing my 
K>b." Crump remarked. 
People have often come up to him and 
said. "Hey. you sound like you're really 
having a good time." Crump pointed 
out. "That makes me feel really good " 
Some people tell Crump that he is a 
funny person "I don't think I'm a funny 
person -I know I'd like to be." he said 
Crump maintains that he's just doing 
his job. in whatever way he can   "What 
it boils down to is that you're there to 
entertain people " 
He said he really enjoys his job at 
WEKY   and it's not  always straight 
faced   "I get pretty crazy every now 
and then." he remarked 
Last Halloween. Crump did ins show 
live from the Pizza Hut on the By-pass 
"Near the end, everyone started 
getting crazy." he said One of the 
waitresses got a can of whipped cream 
and was preparing to spray it on the 
manager when suddenly the manager 
sprayed the whipped cream on Crump 
who was decked out in a suit 
"It was definitely one of my more 
weirder times." he laughed 
Crump has many good friends who 
have been a great help to him in 
broadcasting Van Vance, from WHAS. 
has given Crump some good directions 
on and off-the-air Harry Lyles. from 
WAKY in Louisville, has also been a 
good friend 
"I just can't believe how much alike 
we are." Crump sa I of Lyles "It's 
kinda like meeting a twin brother or a 
carbon copy " 
Oary Hurbank. who works at WHAS 
is another friend of  Crump's    "He's 
slick enough to Rive me a lot of direc- 
tion. " Crump said 
It was Kurhank who convinced 
Crump to return to school this past year 
rather than take a job 
When looking to the future. Crump 
doesn't know where he'll be 10 years 
from now "It's such a weird business 
I'd like to be somewhere where I'm 
content." he said 
Crump realizes that he'll eventualh 
have to gooff the air He says he'd like 
to get into management or sales rather 
than just being on the air 
"Generally, it's a youth-oriented 
business, so I've only got 10 or IS 
years." he declared 
Cump boasts that every job he's ever 
had. he's gotten on his own "I really 
think I've been pretty lucky- lucky in a 
lot of ways 
"I've done a lot since I've been in 
school, hut there's so much more I've 
got to do when I get out." he said 
•He wants students to know that they 
should take "whatever kind of ex- 
perience they can get You can never be 
too versatile, you should lie as well- 
rounded as possible." he stated 
Crump has even worked at some 
stations without getting paid, just to say 
he's done it 
"Once you've proved your skill, it's 
time to go for It," he said "It's lime to 
go for the dollars " 
Intersession 
registration soon 
Students will register April 28-30 for 
spring intersession which will be held 
May 12 - June 6 
Eight colleges w ill offer (vt courses in 
the intersession if enrollment is suf 
licient 
Activities this summer will also in 
elude ">7 workshops and institutes of 
lered by seven colleges Most ol these 
are designed lor the continuing 
education of teachers and scheduled at 
times    most    convenient    for    school 
people 
Students ma> enroll in the workshops 
.it the hrst session of most ol them or at 
the regular summer semester 
registration June Ifi 
This summer is also offering a 
College Warm-Up for high school 
seniors June to Aug K to ease their 
transition to college life and provide 
them seven undergraduate credit 
hours Details on the warm up may he 
obtained Irom Bennv Hall, (122-1943 
The Doctor's Bag 
Skin 
Coles Raymond M.D. 
This is about the singularity of 
skin. 
Mcdicall), people tend 10 
downgrade human skin—il is the 
most obvious part of us and 
familiarity does tend to breed 
contempt (with a lew exceptions 
such as severe burns and female 
beauties driving men mad on TV as 
they Tub Oil of Olay on themselves). 
The skin is, however, the largest 
organ in the body and with a few 
trilling exceptions such as eyeballs 
and eardrums, it is both our sole 
connection with the physical 
environment and our major defense 
against il, And if you think wrinkled 
or blotchy skin is ugly, you haven't 
seen a skinned cadaver. Believe me, 
they are really UGLY. 
We're much better off with our 
skins, be thev never so humble. 
Don't think for a minute that skin 
disorders arc always non-fatal. A 
'strong candidate for the fastest- 
known killer, cancer, is malignant 
melanoma, for instance. 
Pemphigus is a pecurliarly 
horrible killer skin disease because 
its weeping super blisters and 
general rot and decay take place 
right out on the surface, where our 
loved ones can watch, instead of 
being decently tucked away in our 
breasts or blood or bones. So the 
skin    is    neither    humdium     nor 
innocent. ; 
Ol all the medical specialities,- 
demiaiologv and psvchiairv have 
always seemed to me, the rhcisl 
special. By that, I mean they call lot" 
special talents and a high degree ol 
training and experience that is 
comparative!) remote from othei 
specialties. 
Internists and surgeons, foi 
example, overlap a lot. Thev nuisi 
be on easy terms with the phy&iolog) 
ol shock, lor instance. An 
obstetrician and a cardiologist had 
both better be able to cooperate 
when a pregnant woman has heart 
trouble and so on. Hut il seems to 
mc that this sort of overlap is least 
common in psvchiairv and derma 
tology. 
Having barely started 10 talk 
about skin problems, I can't til the 
nuts and evervdav bolts into this 
column today, so we'll spill ovci 
next week into talk about acne, 
warts, dandruff, jock itch, fevei 
blisters and no. not sunburn. I'm 
sure you are sick and tired of 
hearing me tell you to use oils with 
PABA. The good Lord knows that I 
am sick and tired of rambling on 
about it. 
Oh yes-athletes foot is on the list. 
If skin still bores you, go fishing 
next week and skip the column! 
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Thur«#ay. April 17. 1M0 
Placement Pipeline   (CD&P> 
I KMPl.OYMRN'T     INTERVIEW 
I'KOCKIH'KES 
I All interviews will be held in the 
Division of Career Development & 
I'lacement. 319 Jones Bldg 
2. Students who wish to schedule 
interviews must sign up IN PERSON at 
hi' Division Office. 319 Jones Bldg . 
Monday -Friday from 8 a m -4:30 pm 
3. Interview appointments can be 
itclwduM after organization recruiting 
• Mails are announced in the FYI or 
F.antera Progress tPlacement 
I'ipelinoi 
l The minimum requirement for 
M'hctfuling an interview is the com- 
pletion of a Placement Data Sheet This 
lorm is part of the Placement 
Itcgistration Packet which is available 
MI I he Division Office. 319 Jones Bldg A 
complete set of placement credentials 
iv recommended to support your em- 
ployment or professional graduate 
Mhool search 
II C'AMPl'8 INTERVIEWS 
MORSE SHOE. INC. 
Friday. April m 
Positions. Management Trainees 
Qualifications    Assoc. or bachelor's 
ili-grec in business or related fields 
\  \M>\I.I\ HITLER       CITY 
st IHMH.S - OHIO 
Friday,  \pril IN 
Inlerviewing for (he following 1980-81 
certified teaching fields: German • 
English: Spanish - English; band 
director: special ed I ID); elementary 
K 8. and planetarium director • 
science* 
I.AMY   tOMMlMTV   SCHOOLS   - 
INDIANA 
Moiiil.n.  \pril 2\ 
Interviewing 1980-81 certified can- 
didates in math, science, industrial 
iris, library science, music 
MONTGOMERY < OINTY SCHOOLS - 
KENTKKY 
ramday. April 22 
CORRECTION:     Interviewing    cer 
■ n-el candidates in following fields for 
PIHO-81    kindergarten and elementary, 
secondary math, agriculture, speech. 
special ed   M.BD & MHi 
Ml \MI «'Ol NTY SCIKN1I.S - nlllii 
Taenday. \pril 22 
Interviewing all certified candidates 
for 1980-81 both elementary and 
secondary Special interest in biology, 
ind arts, math and special ed < all 
areas) 
NOTE: Evening interview schedule 
available 
ROYAI. PRESTIGE COMPANY - 
I.OI ISVII.I.E 
Taesday.  \pril 22 
Positions SUMMER Direct Sales 
opportunities in greater Louisville 
area. 
NOTE: General information and 
informal interviews will be conducted 
lor all interested students in ("on 
lerence Room B. Powell Bldg 
I NITED      LIBERTY       LIFE       IN 
St HANC'E COMPANY 
Urclnr-(t.i\        \pril   23 
Positions Sales Management 
Trainees for Kentucky locations 
Qualifications Degree in business, 
insurance or other fields interested in 
marketing career 
I'.S. NAVY 
Wednesday and Thursdii>. \pril 23 and 
21 
Positions     Naval   Officer   Program 
Qualifications      All     majors     at 
bachelor's or master's level interested 
in a naval career 
NOTE: Personal interviews can be 
scheduled in CD4P. 119 Jones Bldg 
Information booth available outside 
unll area in Powell Bldg on April 23 
and 24 
SMITH. GOOLSBY.  \RTIS & HE \MS 
« PVS 
Tlmrsdax.   \pril 21 
Positions   Staff Accountants 
Qualifications        Bachelor's      or 
master's in accounting 
FRANKLIN  CITY SCHOOLS      OHIO 
Thursday.   \pril 21 
Interviewing certified candidates in 
following areas special ed iKMHand 
I4)i for elementary. I.I) lor secon 
dary; senior high librarian elemen 
tary iall grades: and other interested 
secondary candidates 
MASON nun SCHOOLS   onto 
Friday, \prii is 
Will  interview  all  certified and in 
lerested candidates   Special needs in 
elementary phys ed : senior high art. 
and elem   music I general) 
JENKINS INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS 
KENTUCKY 
Friday,   \prll 2S 
Interviewing for following cer 
nficalion fields special ed ILBD A 
I'MII i. speech therapist 
t .S.   \KMY RESERVE 
Wednesday. Xpril :ta 
Positions Army Reserve programs 
lor undergraduates and graduating 
students <freshmen    seniors' 
NOTE: Personal information in- 
terviews can be scheduled by con 
lading the Division of CD4P, 319 Jones 
Bldg General information booth 
available outside grill area Powell 
llldg on April 30 from II a m     7pm 
ITT GKINNEI.I. 
Wednesday, \prll M 
Positions   Technical Sales Trainees 
Qualifications:      Bachelor's      or 
master's     degrees     in     business. 
marketing, ind   tech 
Campus interviews conclude 
Thursday. May I If you wish to 
schedule on campus interviews or use 
the other Placement services available 
lor May and August graduates be sure 
and visit the Division of CD&P. 319 
.l.mes Hldg   NOW! 
III. SIMMER JOBS 
l Student nurses needed for two 
musing homes in Louisville Full-lime 
summer positions 
.' Multiple positions available at 
Cumberland Gap National Historical 
Park with Youth Conservation Corps 
Program Positions include Camp 
Director $a 19. Supervisor Group 
I . iiler S»i 89. Group Leader $S 31 and 
Group Vid M 83 Must have junior plus 
academic status through graduate 
degrees 
Xpplication deadline April 30 Con- 
tact I'liSI'. 319 Jones Bldg for details 
and applications 
IV    P M<1  TIME, OFE-C\MPCS JOBS 
I lousekeepers needed -  local motel 
hours   flexible   in  class   schedule   for 
remainder of this semester and sum- 
mer Contact CD&P. 319 Jones Bldg for 
details    Phone 2765 
SPRING 19&Q 
fy*M 
SUNNY 
SUNJUNS 
.     \.nitn .)! -.hylin^* ha*- come ashore 
with [Vxiers new bed IVx 
IftkJitKmdl leather boat 
-hoes that are a- stylish as 
thev are functional With 
/   white boat bottom -yile* 
You II make waves wherever you m» 
9 
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
THE FAMOUS 
SIGNATURE COLLECTION 
(SANDALS   HANDBAGS 
AND   ACCESSORIES) 
Kentucky's Mo. 1 Shoe Dept. 
unmistakably 
connie* 
SPRING INTO THE 80 « 
IN 
Y»V 
The  largest  selection 
in Central Kentucky. 
UNO •at- ROXEN'S 
Eastarn   By-Pass University   Shopping  Canter Richmond.   Ky. 
(A MEMBER OF THE   "^PlIMn Ol GROUP) 
ph    623-8670 
LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS 
NEEDED FOR OFFICER TRAINING 
I he Navy is seeking to train surface Warfare Officers — the officers 
who command at sea and run our ships. Those who qualify will find 
Ihr personal and professional rewards are great. After Officer 
C andidale school graduation and commissioning. Surface Warfare 
Officer School gives the new officer a 16-week course in basic 
management skills and an introduction to ship-handling. These 
courses are designed lo instill confidence through experience. 30 days 
paid vacation earned each year. Insurance, medical, dental package. 
Non-laxahlr quarters and subsistence allowances. Applicants must be 
al least IV and under 27 12 years of age and have a bachelor's degree. 
I nr more information, contact: 
IT. KRNKST YOUNG 
CALL COLLECT 
502-582-5174 
Fast/Free Delivery 
(%2&~0A0A Free CoKes w,,h WaS"")    £.*+£.•+ delivery   just ask' 
Archies Upper Crust 
263 East Mam Street 
Richmond Kentucky 
STATE BANK     AND TRUST COMPANY   623-2884 
NO MINIMUM BALANCE 
CHECKING ACCOUNT 
NO MONTHLY CHARGE 
AND, WHEN YOU OPEN YOUR STATE BANK CHECKING ACCOUNT 
YOUR 24 HOUR INSTANT TELLER CARD WILL BE ORDERED SO 
YOU CAN DO YOUR REGULAR BANKING ANYTIME OF THE DAY OR 
NIGHT. 
MEMBER F.D.I.C. 
YOU MAKE NO MISTAKE 
WHEN YOU BUY A 
8750 
The world's only portable electric 
with a full-fledged Correction Key. 
Model 8750 
I M. ni'iti power pai ked 
UMImi's to ftll a btmk 
it ftivwr   amaqe it-turn  *   l.'t I 
♦ Llectnc VAM-I tabulator 
♦ Repeal back spy**    ftiwer repeal keys and kit*, more 
• TRADE-INS AVAILABLE* 
HMCIaCMi ENOUGH FOtTHE HOME... DURABLE EIWUGH FOE THE OFFICE 
Browne's Office Supply 
212 Water St. 623-4365 
f 
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Bartley's interdorm days 
marked by victories .defeats 
By MSAN HOI.T 
City Editor 
Wuyne Bartley. past president of 
Men's Inderdorm. is leaving student 
government this year following both 
defeats and victories in efforts to 
achieve the things he that believes are 
right for students 
Bartley. a junior marketing major 
from Springfield. Ohio, has strong 
beliefs about the former directions of 
student government as well as the 
future outlook for student government 
bodies 
During his year as president of in- 
Irrdorm. he saw proposed constitution 
for the group turned down, the chances 
for extended open house hours advance 
markedly and the ups and downs 
between men's and women's in- 
lerdorms continue. 
The constitution, which failed to clear 
the administrative offices of the 
University, evokes strong feelings from 
Hartley, who had worked on the 
document since January 1979. Some of 
the treatment of the constitution was 
unfair. Hartley contends, adding that, 
at times during the battle for approval, 
he felt that he was on trial along with 
the constitution 
"It basically came down to men 
ugainst women" in the drive for ap- 
proval he said After the document 
passed, the Council on Student Affairs, 
it was not forwarded by Dr. Thomas 
Myers vice president of student affairs 
to President .1 C Powell for further 
consideration Hartley speculated that 
this was because of the comprehension 
that the consititution would create a 
split between the two interdorms. 
Rartley said he feels that the con- 
stitution would have made his group 
better If an action taken by an 
organization will make the group 
better, the action should be taken, he 
said 
The former president of interdorm 
iiiiimi  a   different   reaction   from   the 
University's administration this year 
with the proposal of extended open 
house hours Bartley said the ad- 
ministration was very helpful in 
initiating the committee to evaluate 
extended hours. 
That committee, which was com- 
posed of leaders from both Student 
Senate and the two interdorm groups, 
met at least five times. The committee 
survey members of Student Senate and 
the interdorms concerning revisions of 
the current open house policy and 
polled other colleges and universities 
concerning their open house hours 
"As a committee, it did an excellent 
job which students should be proud of." 
lie said. 
Although the two interdorm groups 
worked together on the open house 
proposal, there have been occasions 
when the groups have been very op- 
posed to each other's ideas Besides the 
constitution another such case occurred 
when Bartley mentions his goal of 
combining the two groups into a joint 
residence hall representative 
organization 
The competition which exists bet- 
ween the two groups now is not helping 
cither accomplish their jobs, he feels, 
and "if we (the Interdorm 
organizations! think of the students as a 
whole. I think it's (appropriate! to have 
the two boards combine." 
Hartley continued that if the 
University were to have a strong joint 
residence hall association, more could 
be done for students 
However, he said he realizes the 
decision to have such a change in the 
composition of the groups would have to 
tie made at the administrative level and 
not student level 
Kcahzing the chances of his idea 
being instated. Bartley said the 
scrapped constitution of Men's In 
terdorm would have allowed that group 
to operate more efficiently 
Hartley also faced several other 
issues during his presidency, including 
work towards the building of kitchen 
facilities in Keene, Commonwealth and 
Clay hals Bartley praised former 
president of Women's Interdorm. Mary 
Ann Salerno, for her efforts toward* 
getting the proposal worked out and 
passed by the University's ad- 
ministration. 
Hartley also cited cooperation bet- 
ween the interdorm organizations and 
Student Senate as being one positive 
aspect of the year He continued, saying 
that he realizes the senate, as well as 
Men's Interdorm. had problems during 
the year. 
In reference to the Senate's Com- 
mittee to Instigate Action, he said, "It's 
bard to take the reigns without the 
horses." as apathy helped to bring 
about the demise of the committee 
Hartley also said that he suffered 
from the inability to get people involved 
in Men's Interdorm activities and 
committees which he said may be 
partially due to the discouragement 
among members that their efforts in 
shaping policies may be limited 
through the system of checks the 
University requires in order for a 
measure to be initiated. 
He also supported Skip Daugherty 
director of student activities and 
organizations. 
"Skip has all of the students in 
mind he's doing a good job and I've 
been happy with him and wish more 
people would look at the situation (of 
fewer "big-name" groups appearing at 
the University i more objectively." said 
Hartley He elaborated that Daugherty 
and Centerboard. face the prospects of 
spending large amounts of their annual 
budget on just one "big-name" concert 
Kine arts events, lectures and other 
events, such as the Talent Showcase, 
are alternatives to spending large 
amounts of money for single en- 
lertainmcnt events More diversified 
activities would also allow students 
Chanel's to sample other types of 
culture and entertainment, he said 
Copy Cat 
Sophomore Kichard Gregory, a pre-law student from Danville, tries to beat the 
high cost of books or rather, music books, by copying musical notes from a 
songbook   (photo by Will Mansfield! 
Applications due Friday 
AiiDlicahons lor editorial positions on 
The Kastrrn Progress are still 
available in the newspaper's office on 
the fourth floor of the Jones Building 
Students Interested in such positions 
need not be journalism majors 
Deadline for applications to be ac- 
cepted is April IB For further in- 
lormation. call the Progress at  11(16 
Event Day 
features 
Sincoff 
Dr Michael '/. Sincoff. director of 
employee communication lor Mead 
Corporation, will be the featured lun- 
cheon speaker at Business Kvenl Day 
HO on Tuesday. April 22 
About 4110 College of Business 
students and industrial leaders from 
the Hluegrass area will bear Sincoff 
suggest an approach to increasing 
productivity   through  human  resource 
development 
"Since productivity influences the 
supply side ol the supply demand 
Inflation   quandry,   area   business 
leaders should lie concerned about bis 
remarks." said Dr  Howard Thompson. 
dean ol the College ol Business winch 
sponsors this third annual event 
Sincoff is scheduled lo speak at ap 
proximatcly I p m in tho Keen Johnson 
Ballroom fiillnuirii! the II Id am 
reception and luncheon 
Twenty live awards will lie presented 
at the luncheon lo outstanding College 
of Business students 
The day will get underway at \\ a m 
with the opening of exhibits by 
Hluegrass   Industries    The   exhibitors 
will he located around the portico of the 
Combs Classroom Building and in the 
Powell Building lobby until 4 p ill 
Thompson says. "Tins even! has as 
its major objective the development of 
F.KU students and Hluegrass urea 
awareness of Ihe hue products and 
services |ob opportunities and com 
iniiiiitv spirit provided by area 
organizations " 
Central Kentucky businesses anil 
industries are invited to sponsor n table 
ill Ihe luncheon lor a tax deductible 
donation ol sum winch will be used by 
Ihe University   Foundation  for  use  bv 
the College ol Business in further 
strengthening its programs and ser 
vices     Tables    can    he    reserved    \)\ 
contacting Dr   Howard Thompson ol 
1.22 tWHl 
For runners 
who want at! the 
advantages of 
high technology. 
We 'ecommenil Converse 
high technology funmnq 
s"uPb  Advanced design 
and exotic materials mean 
more shock protection 
stability and 
comfort 39.96 
no c WUN 
! Nous's The Time For 
That Spring Cat 
*5oo Wet Cat 
$8 00 Hairstyle & Cut 
j(includes conditioner | 
with coupon) 
OFFFR GOOD NOW 
THRU MAY 10,   1980    | 
CAMPUS STYLE SHOP Powell Center 6224178 
Squeeze More From 
Your Dollar 
Bio 
Resources 
Fight Inflation By 
Giving. . .And Earning 
$70 a month 
For Info & Appt. 623-0641 
292 S. Second St. 
TERRY TOPS 
4.99 & 3.99 
DOWNTOWN 
Shop Daily 930 til 500-Fri. 9:30 til 800 
Sat. 9:30 til 6 00- Sun   1:30 til 5:30 
Now. two great ways to charge' 
tICPenney 
e»»i 6/Vol. St/No. 7» 
T*e EmtnProf* 
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University students participate 
German language 
taught at Model 
A language course is being offered by 
the I'niversity for kindergarten 
students of Model School Dr Sylvia 
Hurkhart. associate professor of 
(ierman language, said that four 
kindergarten sessions on at the school 
on the German language are taught in 
half-hour periods each week. 
The course, taught by University 
student Betty I .ingle was created at the 
beginning of the semester in an effort to 
bring foreign language education to 
Model students and also to provide 
teaching opportunities for University 
students 
According to Dorothy Champlain. 
assistant professor of elementary 
education. I.ingle has been teaching the 
language to about 44 students with the 
primary emphasis of the course being 
nil vocabulary building 
Hurkhart said that a need was seen 
by faculty at the University for foreign 
language education at the elementary 
level but there were no funds 
specifically allocated with which to 
begin teaching foreign languages The 
current program was formed as a 
result of that concern, she added. 
She continued, saying that Spanish 
and French language programs arc 
being considered as expansions of the 
current program next year at Model. If 
that expansion does come. Hurkhart 
said that several groups will be in- 
volved including the College of 
Kducation. the Department of Foreign 
languages and Model School ad- 
ministrators 
The University students who teach in 
the program receive credit. Champlain 
added The teachers are upper division 
language majors and are working 
under the direction of Model teachers. 
Travel guide 
distributed this week 
America: The Datsun Student 
Travel (iuidr was distributed free on 
campus this week by the Alumni 
Association as a service to students 
The magazine contains hints for 
travel-yet-cost- conscious students who 
want firsthand travel accounts, 
practical tips and information about 
interesting places around the country 
The seventh edition includes travel" 
stories, photos, and advertisements by- 
students themselves These are the 
winning entries for the student writing, 
advertising and photography contests 
conducted by Datsun land in con- 
junction with the Nikon Photo Contest I 
A true story by the winner of third 
annual Travel Grants Competition. 
"Alaskan Odyssey." is one writer's 
perspective on the sights and were 
conceived by the winners of the Seventh 
Annual Datsun Advertising Contest 
For the third year in a row. winners in a 
special travel category of the Seventh 
Annual Niknn Student Photography 
Contest will be presented in a travel 
photography section in America 
Different ways and means of travel. 
Irom railroads and canoes to 
ndeboards and cable cars, are explored 
in    other    articles 
For those interested in putting 
together a wilderness expedition. 
"Canoeing the North" is a great article 
Also included in America is a list of AM 
and FM radio stations from coast to 
coast. plus the total scoop on the Datsun 
Student Travel, photo, writing and 
advertising competitions 
Xmerira: The Datsun Student Travel 
(iuidr is sponsored nationally by 
Missan Motor Corporation in the U.S. 
and is published by 13-30 Corporation. 
Knoxville. Tenn 
Members of Sigma Pi fraternity 
assisted in the distribution of the 
magazines 
In classroom 
Professor adds 
British accent 
Rv RITA ROBINSON 
(.ursl Writer 
As with any new class, the students 
quietly filed into the desk-crowded 
room In the front of the class stood the 
professor Dressed conservatively in a 
blue suit and wearing brown aviator 
glasses, he looked like any other 
professor 
Rut he was different. 
The moment he spoke, he had the 
whole class' attention. It's not everyday 
the lesson is taught with a British in- 
structor with a British accent 
And British he is. He plays "squash" 
for racquetball. he will "ring you up" 
when he wants to call you and he uses 
petrol to make his car run instead of 
gas 
The language difference is just one of 
the things that Keith Carby has had to 
deal with since his arrival here in 
March 
This is Carby's first trip to America 
and he has learned that there are some 
definite custom differences that, ac- 
cording to Carby. have been quite 
humorous at times. 
through a series of hoops." he said, and 
qualify over and over again on national 
tests before he can enter college And if 
the student cannot pass the tests, he 
cannot go to college 
However. Carby's tests are also just a 
little more difficult than the average 
professor's He believes in the all-essay 
examinations He wants to know his 
students' abilities and he says he can't 
perceive their diligence in the course or 
understanding of the class until they 
have explained to him through essay 
questions 
Hut many of the students would love 
to show their understanding through 
multiple-choice tests 
Carby also commented on the social 
structure here at the University He 
graduated from Hall University and 
Oxford There, the living ac- 
commodations are different There are 
dorms at the English universities but. 
the majority of the students live in; 
"digs" or student houses 
The term dig refers to a house that is 
usually owned by an older woman who 
rents out her extra rooms to college 
'At English universities... 
the majority of students live in digs...' 
Betty I.ingle offers her assistance to Model School kindergarten students as a 
part of the sessions being taught on German language, with the emphasis 
placed on vocabulary building 
Humanities slates 
humanness seminar 
Lecture scheduled 
African novelist and playwright 
Nuruddin Farah will present a lecture 
and two seminars at the Universitv 
April 22-23 
The program, free and open to the 
public u ill be held in Room 106. John 
Grant Crabbe Library 
The schedule follows April 22 
'Tuesdayi. 3 30 pm . lecture on 
"Prominent Themes in Contemporary 
African Literature. 7:30 p m , seminar, 
with the author reading from his novels 
and discussion following, and April 23 
'Wednesday>.   3 30 p.m.   seminar  in 
'Religious   and   Mythical   Themes   in 
African Fiction 
The    lecture   and    seminars   are 
presented in the improvement      of 
instruction program of the College of 
Arts and Humanities, with faculty and 
students  from other colleges also in 
\ iti'd lo attend 
Farah. txirn in Somalia in 1945. has 
written three major novels    From   a 
 li-il   Hdi H9701.   \  \akrd  Needle 
l«72> and Sweet and Sour Milk I 19791 
In    Junuar)     he    won    the    Knglish 
Speaking Union Literary Award for his 
latest  novel 
Dr I'n Choi Shin, assistant professor 
of humanities, will offer for the second 
lime an interdisciplinary seminar 
entitled "Human Nature and 
Humanness " 
This course is listed with the 
Department of Humanities course 
offerings as CAH 500 Interdisciplinary 
Seminar It will he offered on Mondays 
and Wednesdays from 3 30 4 4.S pm 
Students may pre-register for this 
course April 21 23 
The goals of CAH 500 are twofold: 111 
to clarify the ideals of humanness and 
'2i lo determine ways of applying the 
ideals of humanness toward the 
solution of human problems 
Students in this course will read and 
discuss major theories of human nature 
as   defined   bv   both    scientists   and 
humanists The major objective will be 
to evaluate these theories from the 
perspective of the ideals of humanness 
other objectives will be to relate 
these theories to attempts to solve 
human problems in the past: to analyze 
the humanizing or dehumanizing ef- 
lects of these "solutions" in the light of 
the ideals of humanness. to formulate 
the most humanizing approach to the 
-illinHHI of human problems in the 
world in which we live, and to design 
models on the basis of humanness for 
the solution of human problems in 
mntempnrary society 
The course will be especially 
meaningful for those persons seeking a 
liasis for solving human problems in 
meld) in the community, in schools 
and in the lamilv 
Deciding to try one of Richmond's 
local bars after the recent ABC raiding, 
he was stopped at the entrance of the 
bar and was asked to show some 
identification substantiating that he 
was over 21. After much too do. Carby. 
smiling broadly, showed his passport, 
had his hand stamped and finally 
managed lo get into an American, 
university bar. 
To his surprise, he found that the 
majority of people go to the bars to get 
drunk." which is a little different from 
Fngland There the public goes to bars 
railed "pubs" for the purpose of 
chatting with friends, playing a little 
pool, cards or backgammon and sip- 
ping on drinks 
• • It's not unusual for someone to go to 
a pub after church on Sunday It's just a 
meeting place." Carby commented. 
He not only found differences in the 
social life but also in the classroom. 
In Kngland he teaches a class called 
Management Training for Managers at 
Ashridgo Management College and 
Mncc he has been here, he has noticed 
that there is a great variety in the 
students' abilities. 
There are some students who are 
extremely intelligent, some moderate 
and some that are slow -- all in the same 
class, he has found Carby stated that 
he prefers this type of educational 
system because everyone has a chance 
to prove himself 
In Kngland. the student must "jump 
students, hut she also provides meals 
A house is bought by the university 
and then in turn is rented out to the 
students at student prices 
Carby stated that this is the way he 
lived during his college years He and 
about seven other friends rented a 
house from the university and all lived 
together 
By these accommodations, he said, 
the student must take on a greater 
rcsponsihilily for himself and his ac- 
tions 
Carby was invited to the University 
by his close friend. Associate Professor 
of Business. Manab Thakur because he 
was interested in working with 
American students and an American 
institution 
"The facilities here are superb.' he 
commented. "Eastern has a lot to offer 
the student 
Carby and his wife have been en 
loving the American lifestyle for the 
past Ihree weeks and with that comes 
watching American television 
"Some of your shows are quite 
popular in Kngland." he says, "such as 
'MASH.' Dallas' and the soap operas " 
He added, though, that the popular 
American game shows just "don't 
make it over there " 
Upon completion of his seminar. 
Carby will be returning lo Kngland But 
he plans on being back in the United 
States within 18 months where he will 
lie leaching at UCLA for a while 
STUDENT 
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Simulation recreates 
the world of the handicapped 
By DONNA BUNCH 
Organization* Kdllor 
Suddenly. the world went black 
Thing* once taken for granted were 
ntfw matters of speculation 
Drawing simple geometric, shapes on 
;i piece of paper became an almost 
impossible task 
Walking through the Powell Building 
became a scary and hazardous ex- 
perience. 
Students temporarily entered the 
world of the blind as part of an ex- 
periment conducted in the Student 
Council for Exceptional Children's 
iSCEOl Handicapped Awareness 
Simulation. 
The experiment simulated handicaps 
ranging from cataracts and deafness to 
the cripple stale 
fifth Tomlinson. SCEC vice president 
said that the simulation was conducted 
so that people would realize the 
problems   that   the   handicapped   face 
and perhaps begin to understand those 
problems better 
The concept for the experiment 
originated with Murray State 
University's Project KASE. a 
federally-funded program The 
University chapter watched a Murray 
presentation at the state convention in 
March and decided to try it on a local 
level, said Tomlinson 
l)r Jay Allen, an associate professor 
in the department of rehabilitation 
education, said that the simulation can 
givennly an approximation of what it is 
like to live with a handicap 
"The simulation concept is designed 
to help you become aware of disabilities 
and architectural barriers." said Allen, 
hut he pointed out that the disabled 
probably have more problems with 
.ittitiiclin.il harriers. 
Allen lectured on several common 
myths surrounding the handicapped, 
including the "weak body, weak mind" 
adage 
He said that the disabled aren't ex- 
cessively frustrated: that they aren't 
tragic figures and that they didn't 
receive their handicaps as retributions 
for sins. 
"Handicapped people are much more 
like you than they are different from 
you." said Allen. 
The experiments that followed his 
lecture apparently proved him  right. 
For the next hour, the approximately 
I" participants volunteered to compete 
in wheelchair races, take tests while 
wearing special glasses that recreated 
vision problems and walked through 
the Powell Building wearing blindfolds 
and carrying white canes. 
"It really helped me understand the 
problems of the handicapped." said 
Tomlinson. "Normally, you wouldn't 
know what their problems were." 
Fall House Council election 
gives officers head start 
B> KAKAIIPRRTTY 
Staff Writer 
Seating the end of another school 
year, the time has come for the election 
of women's House Council officers The 
seats that will be open to candidates 
include those of president, vice- 
president, secretary treasurer, and 
activities director 
According to Jean Klliot. director of 
women's programs, this is the second 
>ear that elections have been held in 
the spring Prior to last year, residence 
hall officers were elected in the fall 
This meant that (kirmitory House 
(mineits could not become properly 
organized and active until the third or 
Imirth week of school Consequently, 
this caused a "break in action, as there 
was no carry over of leadership from 
the previous year." said BUM 
Realizing the advantage of having a 
governing body already in office at the 
start of the fall semester, the con- 
stitution was changed to allow for 
spring elections 
I'nder the revised constitution, 
women's residence halls have the 
option of electing four officers.to House 
Council in April or May Although This 
would partially fill the seats on the 
Council,   spring elections   would   also 
leave two important slots open to fresh 
men and transfer students in Sep- 
tember 
These slots include interdormitory 
representative, who holds a position in 
Women's Interdorm. and floor 
representative 
Klliot pointed out that a spring 
election has two major benefits First, 
it would ensure a "continuity of 
leadership." Fleeted officers would 
most probably have prior experience 
and be prepared for the following year 
Secondly, a spring election "still 
allows everyone living in a residence 
hall to run for a sesit on House Council." 
she said This would provide for 
residents with fresh ideas and genuine 
enthusiasm to l>e elected to the 
remaining seats 
Another positive aspect of organizing 
a new House Council in late spring is 
that it enables the four officers to get an 
immediate start in planning for the fall 
"At the beginning of the new school 
vear. the dorms are a hectic place." 
said Elliot "The staff is completely 
occupied with checking residents in." A 
core of previously elected officers 
would lake the responsibilities into its 
own hands ol welcoming people, 
planning activities to make the year a 
vibrant   one   and   working   hard   on 
publicity for and the election campaign 
itself 
Spring House Council elections have 
been "found tobea big improvement." 
Klliot stated "The Councils have been 
able to get on their feet a month 
earlier " 
She pointed out. though, that in fresh- 
men dorms such as Case and Combs 
spring elections are obviously not opted 
lor. as the majority of residents are 
new to the t'niversity in the fall 
Klliot is quick to emphasize that a 
Hood candidate running for office is 
only half the election Just as important 
to the election is the need for people to 
vote After all. thecandidates elected to 
office will he responsible for how active 
a residence hall is. 
Residents should and must take an 
interest in House Council elections if 
they to have an effective, working 
governing body in every dorm 
Students who genuinely want to see 
progress madeinlheareas of residence 
social life or living standards should 
either carefully consider the can- 
didates, or run for an office, said Elliot 
House Council should be the vehicle 
by which interested, responsible 
residents can take steps towards im- 
proving on campus living It is one of 
the best ways in which a resident can 
see that needed changes are made. 
^»^ .     Mi rt u ,Oiganizations 
Toledo twirl 
The University of Toledo drill team asks permission to enter    Alumni Coliseum   The competition was sponsored by the 
thedrillarea    at the Bluegrass Invitational Drill Meet  in    Pcrshing Rifles   Approximately 4H schools competed 
Group orients legal assistants 
with business 
By MAI.KKNA IMH t.l.AS 
Staff Writer 
Student Association of Legal 
Assistants (SALAi is an organization 
that has been on campus the past two 
\ears It's open to all legal assistance 
majors with a minimum of a 3.0 (!PA 
According to Paula Henchman, 
president of the group, there are no 
strict requirements to join and the club 
might soon extend the requirements to 
those people with an interest in the 
program 
The purposes of SAI.A are to orient 
legal assistants with the legal 
profession by showing them different 
Kpes of government and attorneys and 
to orient legal assistants with the 
business in various areas 
Publicity Chairman Peggy Manis 
said, "It's a good opportunity to get 
involved more with the major, and it 
w ill also help with jobs in the future " 
The organisation currently consists 
of   IS   members.   According   to   Hen 
chinaii. "We've- expanded quite a bit 
from last >ear 
SAI.A has set many goals lor 
themselves all ol which are lirsts lor 
I he I'M in |> 
Henchman claims, "This is the first 
really active semester " 
On March 2li. the group had a new 
member reception in which a county 
attorney spoke In the group 
The   club   is    sponsoring   an   essay 
contest lor high schools which will get 
underway next semester 
SAI.A is hoping to increase the legal 
assistance program and will do this by 
going to various high schools and 
talking about the program 
The group is also adopting a U-gal 
Assistance Week In be the week of April 
14 IH The mayor has signed a 
proclamation to put ihis into effect 
Henchman explains. "This is a first 
lo Madison County and also to the 
I niversitv " 
Another "first" lor Ihe group is the 
iilnptnin   ol   an   award   lor   the   most 
outstanding senior legal assistant 
"By having these activities we have 
increased our membership this far." 
Henchman said 
in February. SAM went on 'an 
educational lour to the state capitol in 
Iranklort where lhe> saw the 
legislature in action and were- able to 
speak In I.I  (iov  Martha I. ayne Collins 
To correlate with Legal Assistance 
Week, the group plans in sell pen-pacs. 
have glicsl speakers talk to the mayor 
and advertise Ihe week through Ihe use 
nl  various business marquees 
"It's a week whore we |Ust 
acknowledge legal assistants and para 
legals." Henchman remarked 
MHHII tlu- various activities ol the 
group Manis noted, This semester is a 
mmd basis lor nexl year We've got a lot 
nlannecl for ne\t   ■ ear 
■ 
Command Performance* 
Haircuts for the • 
• looks that get the looks. 
. 
Our new G>mmand Performance 
haircuiting More is open. 
And our precision haircutters are 
waiting to give you the best haircut 
you've ever had. 
You tell us the hairstyle you want; 
we'll adapt it to the hair you have. 
So even as your hair grows, our 
haircut will continue to hold its shape. 
And you'll continue to get all the ltx»ks 
you're looking for. 
ShamptH>, precision cut and blow dry 
for men and women. $14- 
No appointment necessary, ever.                       ^^1? 
Command Performance® fi 
For the looks that get the looks'v'          Lu |W 
Connie Smith from Richmond is 
the manager of the Lakeview Store.          v—*^sa 
• 
Students receive a 10% discount           ^*l^fcjM#-i 
with an ID.                                                     Y|l 
__jfl^^^'    -ataaW   ft 
Lakeview Plaza                            ^jfif*^               — ~^HaVaV      v.   - ■* 
1909 Richmond Rd.              ^tt                   T^^ffak   ^^ 
Leximcton                                aaa^^w^                 "^~~~~'^^^&"'Jf~*^t^ 
26"*-5}4S                             VW    \_     '    __ .   »^lvl»L""*r- 
Waller Ave.                      V^-fa^^Ha!  SajJJJfr^ II   jfr^j 
Next lo Imperial                 A                                        Zf      jf^^^t    ""^ 
^■''^Pf           Wf ~*K 
255-1113                            M     TJi^                 TPt 
< •]■•-,' 1   l-l Inc. in Hi.-i l| Nt» M «I l'f|\trtit.,n 
QUALITY 
PIZZA & SANDWICHES 
Any large pizza 
with one or more 
toppings 
Expires April 24. 1980 ' coupon pet o-der • 
fWcidness 
$3.25 
j Regular 12 |  Pizza with 
Expirts April 29. 1980 
any lopping    : 
of your choice : 
mmMiMMM ■HMMHM BmammmhMmm* M 
. »  , .   . 
'^"■^^^ ^PW^^^iWiP!PiPPIWII»"Pi"l""IIIIIPP^W 
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Gospel Ensemble 
celebrates twelfth year 
RvUIKRYI.JON'KS 
staff Writer 
l«isf Thursday night at the Koster 
Music Huilding when a lot of people 
were downtown a group of men and 
women, most of Ihem casually dressed 
in jeans and t shirts, were hard at work 
rehearsing for Knsemhle Week which 
will he held this week 
The director kicked off his shoes in an 
effort to get cooler as they worked "All 
right now " he said 'I want to hear the 
sopranos    I sur render allll'" 
"He Mas Made Something Beautiful 
Out Of My Life" is one of the songs 
performed by the Gospel Knsemhle as 
the\ make music during Knsemhle 
Week 
"We are a group of Christian 
lielievers spreading the word of God." 
stated Reginald (Jay in describing the 
Knsemhle "We evangelize by 
singing 
The (iospel Knsemhle has been 
evangelizing all this week with a full 
schedule of activities 
Monday night was Game Night and 
Tuesday was Talent Night 
<>n Wednesday,  they re enacted the 
earlier stages of gospel   with classic 
spiritual   songs   during   their   "ex 
travaganza " 
A conglomerate of other college 
choir* will be on hand with the Kn- 
semhle Friday night at the "Festival of 
Choirs" in the Kirst Kaptist Church 
behind Kroger 
Hishop Railing* of the House of Ood 
No I. Inc from Lexington will be the 
guest speaker Saturday at the En- 
semble Banquet at 7 30 pm in the 
Holiday Inn 
A special Sunday morning service 
will also he sponsored in the Chapel of 
Meditation at II am Guest minister 
Peter Mabson will bespeaking, while 
Ins sister Julia w ill sing 
Summer Enrichment program 
offered for gifted children 
Members of the University Gospel Ensemble gathered in the 
Foster Biiilding lo practice for their performance tonight in 
the Gnse Room at 7 p.m  The performance is part of the 
Knsemble's 12th year anniversary   (photo by Rrian Potut 
Phi Mu Fraternity stresses 
friendship 
t rlitor's note- This is part of a series 
i.r .irlu \r- dealing with the I ni\rrsit>'s 
Mini- sororities ■ 
Iti    Mu Fr.itiTTiity    Sorority  is the 
only   iraterniiy  on campus  with  all 
pm hers   This situation came 
.ihmji    because   .it    the   Phi    Mu   in- 
rpoi        Ian   )   1853. the word 
-,ir..t •%       derived    Irom    the    word 
xiror    had not yet been coined 
.  lounders .it Wesleyan College in 
i ..i    stated their purposes  as 
fostering, developing and perpetuating 
the hnnds of friendship and bringing its 
members to highest ideas and 
aspirations of womanhood 
They   also  stressed   high   scholastic 
and cultural standards 
The  Phi   Mils  publish   a   magazine 
The Aglaia" lour times a vear as an 
educational journal and as a source of 
current     information    about     the 
fraternity 
Their philanthropy is Project HOPE 
Health Opportunity for People 
Kverywhcrc 
Phi Mu girls can be tound on the 7th 
Floor of Telford Their mascot is the 
lion. Sir F'idel and their flower is the 
rose-colored carnation 
The sisters of the Delta Chi Chapter 
■ire planning a gigantic garage sale 
\pnl IM and 20 on Summit Street in 
Richmond 
An academically stimulating and fun 
filled two weeks of activities await 
gifted and talented youths who enroll in 
the 1 nivcrsiK's Summer Enrichment 
Program 
This program which is the only one 
of its kind in Kentucky, offers gifted 
and talented children in grades five 
Ihrough eight a taste of college life as 
lhc\ live on campus in one of the 
residence halls, attend classes and 
enjoy the recreational facilities 
Parents ol these children may select 
Irom one of two sessions Session I will 
lie held during June IS 1W and Session II 
will be June r. .Inly 12 
\icoiding lo !>r Kellj Thompson, 
the deadline lm* nominations to the 
program is May 9. hut he encourages 
parents .mil school officials to act soon 
In insurC .ill qualified children may 
attend one nt the two week sessions 
CENTRAL KY. 
SOARING FLIGHT 
INSTRUCTION AND 
RIDES 
'. i ut "lenbershiD Plan 
Information and 
<iul tnq 
MADISON AIRPORT 
986-1111 
ROSIE'S 
Btaaty Salan 
FREE 
TRIM 
with Wash & Set 
hit0ring: Mtret/ Prnti*§ 
M Ctrli*§ 
Hair rtlaxina ft tka»in§, 
jhtri R-rl California Carl 
FREE HAIR ANALYSIS 
200 2nd St.    6218330 
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS 
I he I .S.  Na\>  has announced openings during 
\car tor the following: 
the   I'(Nil   a. ad cm i. 
POM IN IN 
I cch Instructors 
Pilots   Navigators 
Kusinrss Managers 
I cch Managers 
Women Officers 
t.cncral Management 
Intelligence 
RN's 
I'KIIIKKIII M-VIOK 
Math. Physics. ( hem 
Most Majors 
I con., (in..  \cc. Bus. 
I-ngr.. Malh. Ph\sits 
< hem. 
Most Majors 
Most Majors 
I aim.. Poll. Sri., I.III. 
Nursing 
si \KI IV.S4I \H\ 
M.'.IMMI 
M4.51MI 
SIMM HI 
SI4.500 
SI.V000 
M.'.IMMI 
SI3.MS 
M.t.lNNI 
< ontact the ( ni\crsit\ Placement Office tor interview appniaiments 
on 13-24 Apr. If iinjhlc 111 interview at these tunes call I .V Na»» 
Officer Programs (HUM I $02-582-5174.    - 
Give someone 
a sundae to remember. 
Nobody can do it 
like McDonalds can ■ '    . / p 
Sur\aa.. » McDonald's 
.     :.»•     MkM any   fJOy   * 
•ji   i*y' Dtucious vanilla 
■•    lODptng* ■.'■■■, '   Hot   CeV .!'■'«•' 
Arva ever «Dodys' *avo"ie. 
• - ,t I udje' 
So lOme on in »nrj 
t*aai y outsat I *r*a t 'nena 
to * ««•' vi*»dae special, it's 
the per'ect way to too   o" 
.i    • "   'a 
KldlMKXK) 
Good 
Friday 
Only 
Students • Faculty 
Please?  present your  Student o» Faculty I 0   Card 
GOOD  FRIDAY 
SPECIALS 
MIDI   t   L»Olt* 
PANTS, SPORT |%A   A 
SWEATERS   COATS   99 H 
SKIRTS,    v 
PLAIN DRESSES 
on  MEM S 4 LADIES 
2 PIECE SUITS EA. 
SHIRTS 
LAUNDERED AND 
PRESSED TO 
PERFECTION 
ON  HANGERS    OR FOLDED 
tUlfe  One HOUR 
DRY CLeaneRs 
Shoppers Village 
Shopping Center 
or 
Main Street Location 
Thompson says nominations must 
iiimc through the child's school pnn 
cipal Since the program is designed lor 
children who are gifted, talented and or 
creative the child needs to qualify 
under at least one of the following 
criteria I l achievement test scores or 
school achievement two grade levels 
higher lhan present grade. «2' in 
telligcnce quotient 'IQ> of 120 or 
higher t> possession of special talent 
■4■ demonstration of a high level of 
creativilv in at least one area 
Kach participant will attend classes 
m computer mathematics, physics and 
chemistry, decision-making economic 
situations, architectural woodworking 
and the arts 'fine arts, practical. 
functional, and music In addition 
I iiiverMtysnew Hummel Planetarium 
will he Utilized during the evenings for 
astronnmv 
Planned activities outside the 
classroom include field trips to nearhy 
Kurt   Hooncshorough  Slate   Park,   the 
Kentucky State Horse I'ark and "My 
old Kentucky Home'' at Hardstown 
where the students will see a musical 
outdoor drama. "The Stephen Collins 
foster Story 
The students will also lie treated to an 
overnight   nta>   at   Maywoods.   the 
I'liiverstts s Knvironmental and 
Kducalion Laboratory and to swim 
ining and ice cream parties, cookouts 
and an awards night that will mark the 
close ol the two week program 
Thompson said one counselor will be 
assigned lor each 10 children The lee 
lor one session includes tuition, room. 
hoard, hook rental, recreation and 
health service*. 
School      officials      who      desire 
nomination    forms   or    lurther    in 
torni.it ion   ahout   this    program    can 
contact the Department ol Klementary 
Kducalion. rnmhsSB, or telephone B22 
I    ™^"""^l 
M.                    Tr-H=  SAVING PLACE              M 
tfn"i         '   I'I              restaurant 
ALL YOU CAN EAT           Every Tuesday 4 till 7 
Special"                                         $Q47 
Batter Dipped                                       a£ 
Fish Dinner                              Free RefiHs ^ Urinks 
M.rh Coir Slau. Potato                                    Purchased With This Dinner 
Roll A. H-iir,                           Serving Daily Till 7:00 • Sunday Til 5:00 
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center 
TIME ZONE 
AMUSEMENT CENTER 
Kentucky's Finest Selection Of 
Electronic Game Machines 
JP Monaco p,^ 
Space Invader 
0 
Genie 
\rw \nco *If *© 
***** 
M 
o* & Breakout 
°
naco Gp 
Pinballs 
Submarine 
Kit* 
Ba*1 ketbaU 
?oo\ 
University Shopping 
Center 
Next To Radio Shack & Baskln Robbins 
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Thursday. April 17. I960 
The 
Week 
Ahead 
Today, April 17 
In celebration of their 12th an- 
niversary, the (.i.sprl F rise in l>lr will be 
performing at 7 p m intheGriseRoom 
of the Combs Building The Kastern 
Dance Theatre will be offering a free 
open technique class in the Weaver 
Dance Theatre at 6 p m The final 
\IKIHIMHI Wildlife film. "Inside Passage 
l<i Alaska." will show in Brock 
\uditorium at 7 30 p.m. Admission is 75 
cents 
Friday. April 18 
The Colonels baseball team will take 
mi Vorthcrn Kv. at I pm on Hughes 
Kield Mel Krooks' comedy hit. 
"Kla/ing Saddles" will be showing at 7 
and '.' p m in the Ken-ell Room of the 
i umbs Building 
Saturday. April f9 
The University women's Softball 
learn w ill face Thomas More at 3 p m 
ill Lake Reba Tonight's film 
presentation is the disco film. "Thank 
i .mi It's KrMay." It starts at 7 and 9 
p in in the Kerrell Room of the Combs 
Building 
Sunday. April 20 
A    a) Mipliuiiu     and    concert    band 
program   will   take   place   in   Brock 
Auditorium today at 3 p m   Admission 
is Inn- 
Monday. April 21 
Itcgistralion starts today and con- 
tinues through Wednesday Giles 
(•alter) is the sight of the annual 
siiin.nl \rt Kxhibit This popular 
exhibit will lasl through May 2 "The 
lieerhunler" shows at fi and 9pm in 
the Kerrell Room at the Combs 
Building. 
Tuesday. April 22 
Tilda)  ig Business Kvent Day -H0 and 
several Btuegrasa industries will have 
displays around the Combs Building 
portico Imm 9am In 4 p m The Jan 
Knseniblr will have a concert at H:» 
' p m   in BroCk Auditorium 
Wednesday. April 23 
In hnsrhall. it's the Colonels vs 
t niversitv of l/iuisville at 2 pm on 
Hughes Kield Telford Hall will be 
sponsoring a Dating Dame at 7 so p m 
in the Telford lobby 
Campus Clips 
Isn't she(?) lovely? 
Richard Woods, a junior in physical education, models his feminine attire in the 
Keene Hall Pageant on Tuesday The contestants were all residents of Keene 
Hall and were judged by a panel of female judges  i photo by Steve Brow n > 
Summer session starts 
June 16 
Registration tor the regular eight 
week summer session will be held 
lM-ginning at Ham Monday. June 16. 
and classes will commence the 
billowing day on a new timetable 
Registration procedures and general 
summer school dales remain the same 
as in previous years with the ob- 
servance of the July 4th holiday, 
graduation exercises Aug 7. and the 
Hose "I classes Aug H However, the 
daily class meeting routine has been 
altered to aid commuting students in 
luel conservation and the modified 
instructional schedule will result in a 
three-day weekend lor many students 
In an effort to help reduce travel 
costs, primarily through use of less 
gasoline by commuters, the IMM 
summer session will exclude Kriday 
class meetings (or many of the courses 
olfered      To     meet      the     hourly 
ni|ini-ciiicnts (tail) class periods will he 
extended 15 minutes lor courses oflered 
en the Monday. Tuesday Wednesday 
and Thursday pattern 
I'nivcrsit) offices will he open on 
Kridays and professors will be 
available to meet w ith students, as well 
as lor committee meetings, oral exams. 
student faculty meetings and other non 
classroom duties 
Hue lii UniOJUC needs ol special 
courses. Mime classes will meet on a 
five-day i>asis and these will he clearly 
identified in course listings 
Classes on the loiirth day plan will 
meet lor 7") minutes beginning every 
houranda hall with the firm meeting ol 
the day scheduled III H a m . (ho next at 
'i Ml a m and so on Advising lor 
students planning l<> attend summer 
school is currently underwo) and will 
continue through April 25 
Catalina Club 
Catalina Club, the synchronised 
swimming club, will give its annual 
show April 17. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m at the 
Alumni Coliseum pool Admission is SI. 
This year's show is entitled "Colors " 
(Iirls dressed in pink will be swimming 
to the music of The Pink Panther theme 
those in blue to "Rhapsody in Blue." 
those in yellow to "Yellow Submarine." 
etc 
"The club's been working really 
hard." said club publicity person Renee 
Daniels "We've been practicing twice 
a week since the fall prepanng for this 
show We think it's a program people 
will really enjoy." said Daniels 
Collections 
for needy 
Boxes will be placed in dormitories 
during exams week for the collection of 
food, clothing and other items for the 
needy in the Madison County area 
The University! Residence Hall 
Programs is overseeing the collection 
while Dr George S. Nordgulen. 
t'niversity chaplain, will distribute the 
collected items Students are en- 
couraged to contribute unwanted items 
lo the drive. 
CIRUNA banquet 
The CIHI'NA dub will be holding a 
!>anc|uci on Wednesday. April 23 The 
event will start al 6 p m in the Powell 
Cafeteria The president of the Ken- 
lucky chapter of the CNA USA will 
deliver a speech following the meal 
The cost is $5 per person and reser- 
vations must he in advance. All 
members and interested non-members 
are invited and encouraged to attend 
Reservations may be made by con- 
tacting Cheryl Hedges al 625-3437 or Dr 
l.ie llwan Kwak at 622 5946. Wallace 
:ll3 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Phi Beta l-ambda iPBLl will sponsor 
a spring dance for all active members 
of any organization in the College of 
Business Tickets are S3 50 for the event 
lo be held on April 26 Irom s midnight at 
Ihe Arlington Mulebarn Call 2747. 5061. 
in- 2861 lor information 
Kveryonc is asked to bring food 
snacks Soft drinks will be furnished 
The 50 tickets remaining are available 
on a first come first serve basis 
Also. I'BI.'s third annual recognition 
banquet is scheduled for April 28 at 6 
p m in Ihe Keen Johnson Building 
Featured speaker is the president of the 
I'BI. Kentucky Alumni Association. 
Tickets for the meal of filet mignon are 
$6 50 and available from any officer 
In addition lo recognition of seniors 
and outstanding member award, the 
newly elected officers will be installed. 
The 1980-81 officers are Paula Hin- 
ihnian. president. Cindy Cochran. 
first   vice   president.    Matt    Roahrig. 
second vice president. Carolyn Tipton. 
secretary Mark Preston, treasurer. 
I.ynn Hampton, historian, Carolyn 
Montgomery, reporter: Buford Carten, 
parliamentarian; and Karla Ballard. 
state secretary. 
Twelve members and two advisers of 
Ihe Kpsilon Chi Chapter of Phi Beta 
Lambda iPBLl. recently attended the 
PB1. State Conference held at the 
Holiday City Convention Center, 
l-nuisville 
Donna Spencer Jackson was 
nominated for Who's Who in Kentucky 
PBI. and Karla Ballard was elected 
state secretary 
Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Week 
Nine years of service to the campus 
and community will be celebrated 
during Alpha Kappa Alpha Week. April 
20-27 
The activities will  be scheduled as 
follows- 
Sunday: Chapel Service. II am and 
Parents Day. 2 p.m. 
Monday Basketball game. 7pm in 
Begley. Mixer at 9 30 pm in the 
.loggers Room 
Tuesday: Closed 
Wednesday Swimming Party at 7 
p m   at Alumni Coliseum 
Thursday: Alpha L<.untie at the Mule 
Barn. 8 p.m.. All Greek Mixer.6p m at 
the Family i>og 
Saturday Step Show. Grise Room at 
5pm 
Sunday Picnic at Boonesbourough 
Park. 2pm 
Kor more information call 625-4982 
The display room will be open Saturday 
through Monday 
Livestock tour 
offered 
A few openings still remain for 
persons interested in joining the third 
annual livestock tour which is 
scheduled May 19-24 for the 
southeastern United States 
According to Dr l.indsey H Horn, 
professor of agriculture, this year's 
tour will cover the entire livestock 
industry of cattle, hogs and poultry In 
past tours the group journeyed to the 
Great Plains-area to study beef cattle 
operations, 
The group will travel by bus to 
Alabama, western Florida and 
southern Georgia where they will ob- 
serve livestock production, operation 
and market procedures 
Cost of the week-long trip is ap- 
proximately S270 per person and is open 
to anyone interested in learning more 
about the livestock industry 
Horn asks that persons desiring to 
join the tour group contact him as soon 
as possible by writing him at the Carter 
Building. Room 2. Kastern Kentucky 
I'niversitv 40475. or telephone 622 4434 
The sign up deadline is May I. 
ALBUMS»8-TR»CASSETTES 
MAXELL»TDK«DISCWASHER«WATTS«EMPIRE 
•CUT OUTS*USED LPS (bought and sold) 
•ROCK PRINTS-SINGLES-DISCO SINGLES 
•POSTERS-INCENSE-REPLACEMENT 
NEEDLES 
Located Behind Jerry's Off The By-Pass 
£5       RUPP ARENA TICKETS 623-5058 
We are now stocking. . . 
Weilder Protein Products 
For Weight Lifters 
* Your complete center for quality natural vitamins 
& nutritional supplements. 
(.lades Road Off U.S  2S North-Berra 
llione 9S6-»4S6 
HAPPY MEADOW 
NATURAL FOODS MARKET 
WHAT A MOUTHFUL OF FUN! 
Three Tacos 
$ 
3 6 9 12 
"5r^£jS!?k    For l 
With Coupon 
Limit 12 Per Coupon 
rxpires April 23. 1980 
Good In Richmond & Derea <XhX> 
f   Taco Dinner Special      j 
I tWi $ 1 59 %^%y<^\y JL WITH WITH COUPON 
TACO DINNER PLATE A combination of icveral of 
our most asked for menu items. (A taco, an order of 
retried beans, an enchilada and several 
tortilla chips.) Heated and served on a plate. 
fcxpires April 23.1980 
GOOD IN RICHMOND & BEREA 
 > 
Announces 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
BUFFET 
4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday 
EASTERN BY-PASS STORE 
All You Can Eat 
ADULTS: 
$085 2 CHILDREN: $135 1 
(12 Oz. Drink Included) 
(No Substitutions Fiom Bullet Table and No Plate Sharing Please) 
Eastern By Pass Store 
Every Saturday & Sunday 
11a.m.-4p.m. Sunday    4p.m. to 8p.m. Saturday 
■ h* •■■•• Ikal Ma*. Ik* So«lh lo«« cttchta 
RA positions 
available 
Kesident Assistant and desk worker 
positions are available this summer in 
dormitories for students v. ho qualify for 
work study lunds 
Dan Bertsos, director of Men - 
Residence Hall Program* said thai 
loth male and female applicants an- 
eligible lor both types of |obs in the 
University's men's dormitories 
All of Ihe male dormitories except 
Todd Hall will be open lor special 
conferences and summer school 
resident s 
.leannette Crockett, dean of women 
said that Wallers, (lay and Telford 
Halls will also be open during the 
summer She said current plans are to 
provide lour KAs for each dormitory il 
the budget monies exist The maximum 
work hours available per week lor those 
positions is 13 hours Desk worker 
positions are also available for any 
amount of work sludy hours which a 
summer student has 
Bertsos said there is a need for about 
III 15 KAs and 20-30 desk workers in the 
men's halls 
Inquiries concerning positions in 
women's dormitories may be ad 
dressed to Crockett. Coales 214. ex 
tension 31172 or by calling the directors 
ol Ihe women's halls Bertsos may In- 
reached at Coales 212. or extension 
II:>B 
Foundation 
recognizes 
Traffic Safety 
The Motorcycle Salely Koundation 
has recognized Ihe Traffic Salely In 
Stitllte lor "its efforts in motorcycle 
salely through instructor preparation " 
The Institute will receive a plaque 
irom ihe Institute based al l.inthu-um 
Md II is composed of members active 
in motorcycle safely education, 
licensing and research 
The Institute, in the College ol l«iw 
(enforcement, certifies motorcycle 
safety instructors using Foundation 
materials, according lo Kay (Ichs 
assistant prolessor of traffic safetj 
education. 
The t'niversity offers a course in 
motorcycle safety instruction each 
semester. Ochs said 
Progress error 
(tiles Black, prolessor of police ad 
ministration in Ihe College of l..iw 
(enforcement was inaccurately listed in 
Ihe April lo edition of Ihe Kastern 
Progress Black wasnnt the person who 
commented in Ihe front page law en- 
forcement story thai faculty in Ihe 
Department ol Correctional Services 
had a chance lasl year lo review can 
didates for a faculty position The 
comment was made by Richard Snarr 
a prolessor in ihe Department ol 
Correctional Services 
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Standouts Combs and Goodin 
Murphy signs pair 
to national letters 
All -Stale guard Sharon Combs of 
Kiiott County Central High School and 
Lisa (ioodin ol Austin >lnd I High 
School have -ilined AIAW letters of 
intent with the liidy Colonel women's 
basketball team 
Comt>- «hn led coach Sam Smith's 
Knotl Cnunt> Central team to a 23-7 
record .mil a berth in this year's 
K'enluckv High School Slate Tour 
n.imrnt averaged it R points per game 
lrns year other impressive TH-Hn slats 
lor Combs includes :i assists per name. 
io.rebotinds .i contest, a ">H percent field 
uHial percentage and a 72 percent free 
'hrow percentafte 
\ lirsi learn choice on the All State 
team and .i selection to the All State 
Tournament learn < omhs-senred 2.169 
IVints during her high school career 
"Sharon has ihc ubihtv to do it all  - 
pats, shoot and rebound She can play 
any position on the floor and was one of 
the most complete players in the state 
this year." said head coach Dianne 
Murphy 
(ioodin. a 5-6. 120-pound guard, 
averaged 30 » points per game, while 
hitting til 7 percent of her field goal 
tries and HI 7 percent of her free throw 
attempts She also handed out 135 
assists last season 
A member of this year's Indiana All- 
Star team which will play Kentucky 
later this summer, (ioodin holds the 
school record for most points scored in 
one game - XI 
While becoming the first Austin High 
School player to ever score l.ooo points 
she finished with  1.465),   she  was  a 
Hoosicr Basketball Magazine All state 
choice this past season 
Higgins' doubles play 
shaky but winning 
B>   IKKK SMII.KY 
Sports I  ilid.i 
■Hack  in early   March Tom   Higgins 
.•.><!*  searching  lor a combination for 
flintier   three   doubles       one   which 
.Viiuld     tiring    some    much needed 
-ruhilily  to that position 
He decided on pairing Bibb Uindrum 
. senior from llarrodsburg with David 
(ihanayem. a Ireshman trom 
Baltimore  Md 
.Since  then.   Higgins  has   been  con 
ntly  complaining about how one of 
•se days   he's going lo have 10 do 
hething   about   thai   number   three 
'nobles team 
. Bui the bottom line is that l.andrum 
idd (ihanayetri haw compiled a record 
■l! II 2   Ihe best on the team 
\\ ere winning and my griping is lo 
Lei them to be more aggressive " said 
lilggins whose learn tiMik two of four 
latches last week 
', They II net heal by a good team if 
lKe\ don I continue to improve.'' he 
added 
.'Rut lhal go«Ml team hasn t come along 
utttM-btle The dui has won its last eight 
inniches and has not lost since Western 
Kentucky look .ill three doubles in a ."> 4 
Ktistern win at the dreg Adams Tennis 
i litter 
In tact all ol the Colonel doubles 
lon'ms own winning records .left Zinn 
.iid Huh Vandish the number one 
loam  are Hi 7. while John Kowlett and 
DIAL 
BIBLE 
MOMENT 
Don BriSCOe an- B "> at number two and 
in K overall 
In lasl week's action. Ihe Colonels 
chalked up consecutive 6-3 wins over 
Henry Kord College and l/iuisville 
between 7 2 losses to Morehead and 
Kast Tennessee 
Wednesday's loss lo Morehead was 
Ihe same SCOI* as the Colonels first 
match ol Ihe year with the Kagles Huh 
Vandish defeated Gregor Brown fi 2, fi 2 
for Ihe only singles win. then the team 
ol l.andrum (ihanayem edged Brown 
Julian Thomas 4-6, 6-2, <• I lor the only 
other w in ill th<' match 
Henry Kord College provided 
unexpectedly tough competition lor the 
I olonels who raised their record to B-9 
with Ihe win /.inn and (ihanayem were 
double winners with victories in Imlh 
singles and doubles while Jamie 
Harris and Chuck Gibson won then 
matches at live and six  singles 
Doubles were the key matches in the 
win over Louisville The Colonels and 
ihe Cardinals split the singles matches 
bul Kastern gained Ihe victory with 
wins in all three doubles matches all of 
which went lo three sets 
Kormer Ohio Valley Conference foe 
Kast Tennessee Irought a Strong learn 
lo Ihe Adams center and dropped I hi' 
Colonels back to one game under TilKi 
with a 7 2 win Saturday (ihanayem was 
Ihe only winner at singles and com 
prised half ol Ihc victorious number 
three doubles leant 
JIM'S 
PAWN 
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Professional 
Phelps standout 
Ervin Stepp signs 
lettcr-of-intent 
Senior Doug Hrehme sloshes a chip shot toward the green in Saturday's round 
ol the Colonel Classic Brehme s score of 71 tied him for third plate individually 
with teammate Dave Gaer. Louisville's Dennis Dole! and Joey Sindelar of 
tourney champion Ohio State 
By .11 I K SMILEY 
Sports Kilitor 
Ervin Stepp. the highly-recruited 
basketball whiz from tiny Phelps High 
School, signed a national letter - of - 
intent with the Colonels Wednesday. 
Stepp made his announcement 
yesterday at the Fikeville Public 
Library before a media turnout which 
included all three Lexington television 
stations and numerous state 
newspapers 
Kastern had been the heavy favorite 
to secure Stepp's Services since the 6- 
looi i guard signed an Ohio Valley 
Conference letter with the Colonels, but 
Stepp had visited other schools after 
signing that letter and had not an- 
nounced one way or another until 
yesterday 
Stepp was a first-team all-state 
choice by both major Kentucky 
newspapers. The Lexington llrrald- 
Lradei and The Courier-Journal and 
limes and is a strong candidate for the 
Mr Basketball award, an honor which 
would make him captain of the Ken- 
tucky team in the Kentucky Indiana 
All - Star series 
Stepp averaged a phenomenal 537 
points per game, good for second in the 
nation among high school players His 
average of 48 points per game as a 
minor was tops in the country. 
Colonels sweep, climb to 5-11 
Itx JKI•>■ SMII.KV 
Spmis Kilitor 
Jim ll.ii kins lossed a two hitter 
allowing only Iwo Tennessee Tech 
singles in Ihe first inning to highlight a 
ruin soaked week lor head coach Jim 
Ward s Colonel baseball team 
ll.ii kins effort led the team to a :l I 
win in the lirsi game with Tech. then 
Ihe Colonels gathered IS hits off Tech 
pitching lor a 7 i, win in the nightcap to 
win Ihe only two games ol the week 
The teams record climbed lo "ill 
overall anil II in the Ohio Valley 
I 'onleri'iice 
Hud Fries* accounted lor the w inning 
runs m the lirsi game with a two run 
single in the first inning Harkins 
allowed singles to the first Iwo batters 
and a sacrifice llv in Ihe bottom of the 
inning     lilt    held   Ihe   Golden    Kagles 
hilless lor Ihe remainder of the game 
Mark Klein added an insurance run in 
Ihe second inning with a double, scoring 
designated hitter Tom McNulty from 
second 
Harkins struck out seven and walked 
only two in his second win of the se in 
in as many decisions The B-fooM 
lUllior lowered his earned run average 
lo  2   IH 
Steve KebhoD went the distance on 
Ihe mound in the second game and 
earned his second win of the season 
against one loss 
The Colonels' offensive output began 
early as Mike Woehler popped a solo 
homer in the first inning Kastern then 
struck lor three in the third with a 
double by Craig Meyer, a single by 
l-'ni-ss. a double by Paul Brown and a 
single by  Kevin Kocks 
The " olonels lost Ihe services of third 
baseman David Napier for the 
remainder of the season Napier, who 
was injured before the first game, has 
not seen action at all this year and will 
retain a complete year of eligibility 
The senior from M C. Napier High 
School in Hazard had. according to 
Ward, "a great desire to play and a 
willingness lo work " 
Ward has lost three third basemen - 
Napier. Woehler and Mark Moore - at 
one lime or another this year. 
Napier suffered a tendon injury in the 
wnsl and has not been able to grip a 
bat Since the injury, he has been 
relocated lo the job of first base coach 
"It"s better than doing nothing." says 
Napier ol his new role "I feel like I'm a 
little more a part of the team " 
Napier missed mm- games last year 
with a torn cartilage in the right hand 
after slugging five homers in one week 
He was recruited heavily by schools 
from the Big Ten. the Southeastern 
Conference, the Southern Conference 
and the Atlantic Coast Conference but 
narrowed his choices during the 
recruiting season to a loose group 
which included, among others. Auburn. 
Kurman. Morehead and Kastern 
With his signing of the OVC letter 
with the Colonels, he said no to 
Morehead. plus any other conference 
schools which might have been in the 
running, but Stepp was wooed by other 
schools, reportedly Auburn and South 
Alabama in particular, after his first 
signing with Kastern 
Head coach Ed Byhre also announced 
the signing of 6-foot-6 Anthony Martin 
of Washington. DC. 
Martin, who played for Coach Bob 
Kirk at Alleganv Community College in 
Cumberland. Md for the past two 
seasons, is a graduate of Mackin High 
School in Washington. DC 
Having reached the distinction of 
holding the all-time scoring record 
■ 1.238 points) at Allegany. Martin 
scored 18 2 points as a sophomore and 
pulled down 9.5 rebounds per game 
other stats from this past season 
showed him shooting 47 percent from 
the field. 79 percent from the free throw 
line and block 58 shots as Allegany 
compiled a 25-7 record 
He was named honorable mention 
lunior college All-American and was a 
lint-team All Region and All Maryland 
junior college player last season 
•Anthony has not really reached his 
potential He can lie as good as he wants 
lo he He is an excellent shooter from 
the outside and can also take the ball to 
Ihe hole," said Kirk 
As a freshman at Allegany. Martin 
averaged 19 B points. 9.8 rebounds and 
was named honorable mention All 
American as ACC went 24-7 
. At Mackin High School, he was a 
second-team All-Metropolitan choice 
his junior year and participated in the 
Midwestern All-American Game In 
Dayton. Ohio as a senior and scored 15 
(minis against some of Ihe best senior 
players in Ihe nation 
"Anthony has very good all-around 
skills and the physical attributes to fit 
very nicely into our running game." 
said Byhre "He knows what to do with 
the basketball as evidenced by his 80 
assists as a freshman at Allegany " 
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UP TO 
PER MONTH FOR 
PLASMA DONATIONS 
FOR SPECIAL 
ANTIBODIES 
BONUS for first time 
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Expires June 30. 1980 
£> plasma 
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2043 Oxlo.d Orel. 
Cardinal Vallay Shopping Cmn 
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HOURS 
Monday   Thursday lam    Ipm 
Friday ia-m. ■ 7p.m. 
Saturday f a m    3p.m 
Service 
Contact Lens 
(Downtown) 
228 WEST MAIN 
Eye Examinations And Glasses 
In Same Office 
All Type Of Contact Lens Available 
• ,. * ALL WORK DONE BY PROFESSIONALS 
Phone 623-3367 
SUB CENTER 
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
W   THIRD 
AND 
MAIN ST. 
FREE DELIVERY 624-2435 
EAT IN 
TAKE OUT/-----. 
FREE DELIVERY 
REGULAR 
SANDWICHES 
'■• - red on White,  Hye 
or Whole Wheat Bread. 
Lettuce, Tomato,  Mayo 
Mutterd or   Onion   on 
Heouett. io« •>tra 
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TURKS Y j.29 
HAM ,1.29 
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COKtl aeee••••••eeeeeeeeeeee-M 
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CHEESE 1.55 2.25 
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The Bull Pen 
Life in Mattox Hall 
Jeff Smiley 
Many limes the question has 
arisen as lo my place of residence. 
Being a nalivc of Richmond, I have 
grown 10 expect questions of that 
sort. 
When the answer comes out that I 
live in Mattox Hall on the same 
floor with many athletes, the next 
query that arises is, "Why the heck 
do you live there?" 
If I were to adopt the philosophy 
that Burl Reynolds took in 
"Semi-Tough," I might say that I 
simply like to take showers with 
jocks. 
This, however, is incorrect on two 
points. First, if my dorm preference 
was dictated by the people with 
whom I bathe, then I should be 
living in Tclford instead of Mattox. 
Secondly, and most obviously, 
jocks don't take showers. 
But life in Mattox Hall is more 
than just a bunch of guys yelling out 
windows and ordering pizzas. It is 
predictably unpredictable, a para- 
dox which is enigmatically simple to 
figure out. 
My return home from a hard day 
at the office consists merely of the 
normal first floor Mattox greeting: 
"What's up, fellas?" 
To which the normal replies are: 
"All right," says Steve Rob. • 
"All right," says Terry. 
"All right now," says Jones. 
"Mrr flww drr fgsl," says Chief 
( onncr. 
Never could understand those tall 
guys. Their heads arc usually in 
different time zones, anyway. 
Amid strains of thick soul music 
pouring out of one room or another, 
I unlock (he door of the room to a 
linging telephone. 
"Hello," I say in the most macho 
tone possible. 
But the only reply I gel is an car 
lull of shaving cream, planted by an 
unknown prafikstcr.' 
In a desperate effort Itt'save my 
self-respect, I go charging after the 
culprit. I choose the room of tennis 
players next door. 
Instead of an answer to my 
knocking, all I gel is the squeaking 
sound of poorly oiled bed springs. 
"Musi be moving something," I 
in use. 
So I charge across the hall to 
another room. However, instead of 
an athlete's greeting, the door is 
answered by a four-foot-tall termite. 
"May I help you?" he says in 
language only other termites could 
understand. 
I simply shake my head and walk 
away. 
As a last resort, I saunter down to 
the baseball players' rooms, where I 
find a room full of half-dressed guys 
watching "The Beverly Hillbillies" 
and reading Bo Derek magazines. 
I figure these were the guilty ones, 
so I selfishly lake a drink from the 
cup of coffee sitting on the floor. 
My face quickly exhibits all colors 
of the spectrum. 
"Hey that's my Red Man you're 
drinking," one shouts. 
"No way, that's my Beech Nut," 
says another. 
But I don't bother lo settle the 
argument. I am knelt over the 
nearest latrine, learning what I had 
eaten the last two days. 
As the world returns to its normal 
perspective and my face to its 
normal pale white, I am aroused to 
the voice of a screaming roommate: 
"ROOM INSPECTION!!!" 
I race through the herd of 
trampling guys to my room, where I 
locate all the controlled substances 
and cooking implements I own and 
toss them all into the same drawer. 
I sit down and pretend to read 
"Ihe Norton Anthology of World 
Masterpieces." 
Knock, knock, knock. 
"Why, it's my good friend Squat, 
Ihe RA." I exclaim in surprise. 
"What brings you here?" 
"Room inspection." he drones 
administratively as his eyes cover the 
room in one sweep. 
"Cosh, Squat, you're welcome to 
look all you want." I snicker. 
"Hrmmph," he pouts as he walks 
oui Ihe door. 
I realize that I have survived once 
again and remember that I hadn't 
washed dishes for two weeks before 
I ihrew them all in Ihe same drawer. 
But. alas, as I look down the hall I 
sec thai the floor has not gone 
without casualties. I see that some 
of the residents are being 
reprimanded for room violations 
and thai these residents - yes, even 
scholarship athletes - receive the 
same punishments as do everyone 
else. 
If this account sounds to you like 
any other floor in any other dorm 
on any campus, you're right. There 
is nothing sacred about any of these 
guys as far as their college lives are 
concerned. As far as I know, they 
put on their pants the same way av 
the rest of us. 
So don't automatically assume 
that athletes - at least at this 
University - arc treated differently 
than anyone else on campus: the 
same rights and responsibilities 
apply lo everyone. 
Runners 
headed for 
Marshall 
Coatf) Kick Krdmann's men's track 
team will continue its busy week with 
an appearance in the Marshall In 
vttational In Ihmtlngton, w VA . this 
weekend 
Last night. Ihe team held an open 
meet at the Tom Samuels Track 
Last weekend. Eastern participated 
in the annual Dogwood Belays at the 
University of Tennessee 
Senior Kd Slrokich of Chagrin Kails. 
Ohio, finished third in the in.mm meter 
run with a time of to Hi I) while junior 
Bill Morgan of Rochester. Mich, 
finished fifth in Ihe 5.0110 meter run at 
14.29.0 Senior Uary Noel of Uiuisville 
clocked a 14:35 in the 5.000 meter race 
Sophomore Ken Clover of Gladstone. 
Va . who has jumped 7-0 in competition 
this year and 7-2 in practice, placed 
third in Ihe high Jump with a 6-10 leap 
Chris Goodwin of the University track 
dub finished third in Ihe triple jump 
with his 517 leap. 
"We have some people who are 
improving and we hope this continues 
as we build toward the OVC Meet in 
mid-May," said Krdmann 
C«n 0*y» Cotmnit » WIHIMI 
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Dave Gaer smacks a tee shot during the opening round of action in the EKU 
Colonel Classic at Arlington last Saturday. The opening round of play was the 
only round used for scoring, since Sunday's rounds were washed out by rain. 
Ohio State won the tourney, four strokes ahead of third-place Colonels. 
Tillman reaps awards 
at basketball banquet 
James "Turk" Tillman. the 
Colonels' third all-time leading scorer. 
was recipient of four awards at the 
annual basketball banquet held Mon- 
day night 
Tillman. who scored 1.514 career 
points i270 average) and who was a 
two-year All-Ohio Valley Conference 
and District :t-A All-American selec- 
l ion. received the Most Valuable Player 
award, a first-team AII-OVC cer- 
tificate, the leading scorer (27 2) award 
and lied with Dave Tierney for the Mr. 
Kaskctball Trophy which signifies 
hustle, leadership and team spirit. 
Senior center Dave  Bootcheck.  the 
11th all-time leading scorer in 
Eastern's history with 1,130 points, 
received the awards for best field goal 
percentage 151.4) and best rebounder 
17 0) Tierney, a senior guard, received 
notice for best defensive player and 
recognition for Academic AII-OVC 
select ion 
Other awards went to junior guard 
Itrucc Jones, most assists and first- 
team AII-OVC: Junior forward Dave 
Jenkins, the 1979-80 Academic Award; 
and junior forward Dale Jenkins, best 
free throw percentage IR5.2) 
The Colonels concluded the 1979-80 
season with a 15-12 record and a third- 
place tie in Ihe OVC 
Powerful 
OSU takes 
team title 
at Classic 
By JEFF SM1I.KV 
Sport* Editor 
Defending national champions Ohio 
State used an even scoring distribution 
to take the team title at the rain- 
shortened EKU Colonel Golf Classic 
Saturday at Arlington 
The University of Louisville captured 
second place with a surprising 292 in 
Saturday's round, two shots behind the 
Buckeyes. TheColonels' "A" team was 
third at 294. while the "B" team tied for 
fourth with Ohio University at 296 
Joey Sindelar was the Buckeyes' tow 
scorer with a round of 71, good for a 
third-place tie individually with 
Eastern's Dave Gaer and Doug Brehme 
and Louisville's Dennis Dolci. but the 
remainder of the Ohio State team was 
right behind: Rick Borg carded a 72, 
Rocky Miller fired a 73 and Stan Cooke 
had a 74 
Miami University's Brian Fogt won 
the individual title, leading his team to 
a sixth-place finish with a 3-under-par 
89 
other team scores in the 24-team field 
included the University of Kentucky, 
tied for eighth at 303; Morehead State. 
17th at 310; Murray State, tied for 18th 
at 312 and Western Kentucky, lied for 
20th at 313. 
Schaefer sets meet record 
Women slosh to first at MSU 
K> MONICA KRIFER 
Staff Writer 
Poor weather didn't stop the women's 
track and field team from winning big 
over the weekend al the Murray State 
Invitational, piling up 152 points - 
almost 20 points more than second 
place Western Kentucky, who had 134 
and a third points. 
Host Murray Stale was third with 126 
and a third points Southern Illinois 
grabbed fourth place, having 94 points 
and Memphis State rounded out the top 
live places with B7 points There were 
right teams competing in the meet. 
'Considering Ihe weather, we did 
really well." commented Head Coach 
Sandy Martin "The sprinters did 
especially well " 
Women scoring for Eastern were: 
10.000 m run   I, Sue Schaefer. 37 16 84 
la meet recordi. 3. Terry Spears, 
41:43 56 5.000 m run - 8, Terry Spears 
20 42 31 
440 yd relay 1, EKU. 48 76 1500 m 
run 1. Paula Gaston. 4:36 13 (a meet 
recordi. 3. Kathy Good. 4:51.04. 100 m 
hurdles 2. Ten Seippel. 14.38, 4. Holly 
Foster. 14 50. 6. Deanne Madden, 15 33 
400 m dash 4. Vicki Hulette. 1 00 35. 
6. Cathy Bart let! 1:03.5 100 m dash 1. 
Sharon Walker. 1193 'meet record). 4. 
Andrea Taylor. II 96 800 m dash 6. 
Kathy Good. 2:21 49 
400 m hurdles - I, Teri Seippel. 
TOO 13 i meet record and qualifies for 
nationals). 2, Cathy Bartlett. 1 03 78 
200 m. dash - 3. Sharon Walker. 25.44. 
3,000 m run • 3. Becky Crawley, 
II 25 24 800 medley relay - 4. EKU. 
1:56 04   2-mile relay - 4. EKU, 10:34 9 
1 mile relay    2. EKU, 4:04.28   High 
lump 2. Deanne Madden. 5'4" tang 
jump 2. Teri Seippel. It'l'i", 4. 
Deanne Madden. 17'7'i". Javelin - 2. 
Marie Gcisler. 115 1". 5, Janice Texter. 
105 1" 
Eastern had three women nominated 
for the outstanding performer of the 
meet They were Terry Spears. Sharon 
Walker and Teri Seippel Seippel was 
Ihe eventual winner. 
According lo Martin, there were 
many other good performances but the 
women didn't run enough races to 
qualify for Ihe award 
"All in all." said Martin "It was a 
good day - I can't complain." 
The team travels to Bowling Green 
this weekend for the Western Kentucky 
Invitational, then will be preparing for 
the annual Becky Boone Relays the 
weekend of April 25 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
"Special" 
Italian Style 
Spaghetti Dinner 
law laiafra Salad Bar. 
Roll A. Buffer 
Km"*   ^SSmmWB restaurant 
Every Monday 4 till 7 
$187 
free Refills On Drinks 
Purchased With This Dinner 
Serving Daily Till 7:00 - Sunday Till 5:00 
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center 
Dependable Auto Supply Inc 
y^   707 Big HU1 Ave. 
Hr        Richmond, Ky. 
A Richmond Business Since 1948 
Across From Madco Motors. 
Ph. 623-4280 - 6234281 
OWNER:  GARY W. KING 
Summer Hours Effective March 15. 1980 
Mon.-Fri.   7:00 AM • 7:00 PM 
Sat.   7:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Oood4-17-M Only Eastern By-Pass V 
Math, Physics. Chemistry & 
Engineering Majors 
Could You Use $8,000 your 
Senior Year? 
CONSIDER A TEACHING JOB 
Selected college student (and Masters program 
students) can receive over $HOOper month during 
their Senior year in college (or last 12 months of 
their Master's program) without altering their 
present curriculum. 
The I'.S. Navy, the nation's largest employer in 
the nuclear propulsion field, has available 
teaching positions in the areas of math, physics, 
chemistry and engineering. The teaching 
positions are associated with the Navy Nuclear 
Power School in Orlando. Florida. The level of 
instruction range* from college level to graduate 
level depending on the specific courses. Salaries 
in these positions range from $lS.000istartingi 
to S2I.IHMI (after I years). 
These teaching positions provide excellent op- 
portunity for the development of teaching skills 
and for managerial experience. 
For More Information Call 
Lt. Bob Young at I-800-292-5590 in Kentucky or 
502-582-5174 collect 
1— —' '■—■  ■•-■-• ■ 
mmtM 
^_^^^^^^»^^^^^ 
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Coifrare Creations 
OpMl ft* Dftily • Evtmr* By Appt        €23-1600 
Mirty - Larry - Judy - Un« C. - •***• - Un*Ja 
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Students 'Scope* 
University news 
H> M \KY ANN MtsJlINN 
start Writer 
"lirt's play a word association game! 
Kirsl word    Scope " 
"Mouthwash-'" 
"'No. Scope " 
"'A   campus    community   news 
oriented program?" 
. "That's it 
,' ."Eastern Scope'' is a news oriented 
'program aimed at the campus com 
munity ami « ill eventually be aimed al 
the Richmond city area as well 
• "Scope" recently taped the Student 
Association presidential debate This 
■coverage enabled the students to see 
and hear the candidates simultaneously 
•address I hi- issues 
"Scope'' operates strictly on a 
voluntary basis Of the approximated 
20 students involved in the operation 
only one. the producer. (jets credit 
As an alternative to credit, Larry 
'Poolc   reporter   says.    Scope shows us 
■ the volunteers' some of the different 
aspects of TV It has forced me to get 
along with people and work together " 
"Scope's" regular anchorpersons are 
Itnti Nelson and Cathy Mayne. Ac- 
cording to I'oole. alternate co-hosts 
report the campus and national news 
Producer Mob I'or bey stressed. "It's 
a growing system " 
Future plans lor "Scope" include a 
move to the Carl Perkins studios this 
summer and hopefully a five-day news 
program In the near future 
Fred Kolofl. director of the Division 
of Kadio and TV' serves as consultant 
for the group 
Scope'' airs Wcdncsda\ nights at 
7 In jind Thursdays at 4 p.m and 7pm 
■in Channel G of the c;mipus circuit 
Anyone interested in becoming in- 
voked with "Scope' should contact 
Hob Corhcv producer 
Vietnam film featured on campus 
Friendship figures 
in 'Deer Hunter* 
Five friends 
Michael. Nick. Steven Stan and Axel 
timid  huddles 
They live in a small mill town in 
Middle America 
** Thcv work their butts of in the stifling 
heat and infernal din of a steel null 
J Thc\   blow  off steam after work at 
J-elch's Bar 
Tncj  no deer hunting 
Steven gels married 
One day in the tall of 1VKK. Michael. 
Steven and Nick leave lor a lour ol duty 
in Vietnam 
"M> movie is basically about 
friendship and courage and what 
happens lo these qualities under 
stress." is how Michael Omino . the 
director co producer. CO writer 
describes his film. "The Deer Hunter." 
tin KM I films. Inc Presentation for 
Universal release starring Robert !)<• 
Niro and opening on campus as the 
midnight movie Saturday night April 
I". It will also be showing Monday and 
Tuesday nights at i> and9 p m . April 21 
and _>•.! ' 
The Deer Hunter was last years 
l>ig winner in the Academy Awards 
sweepstakes winning five Oscars 
more than any other single lilm 
' It was named Rest Picture. Cimino 
chosen Hcst Director Chris Wadlcn 
darned Rest Supporting Actor. Peter 
/inner lor Rest Kditing and also Best 
Sound 
"The war is really incidental to the 
development of the characters and 
'hen story   It's part of their lives and 
sophomores 
WE OFFER 
A BETTER 
LIFE 
AFTER 
II you didn't lake K()I( 
Ircshman and Sophomore 
classes. Army k()l( oilers 
you a no-obligation, six-week 
summer leadership program at 
I uri Kiii>\. k> 
"> iiu'll earn x hours academ- 
ic eredii. about S475. and an 
opportunity lo enter a chanced 
KOIC next tall. That means 
exira ineome ($2,500 during 
sour last two years ol college) 
and leads to your commission 
its an Army officer. 
Army ROTC" also otters you 
new career opportunities after 
college - part-lime as a leader 
in Reserve while employed in 
the civilian community or 
full nine on active duly. 
I or details and an interview 
appointment, contact: 
CAPTAIN BOB HARDIN 
BEGLEY522 
Telephone 622 3911 
TKAWYI0TC 
lust that nothing more So the war is 
simply a means ol testing their courage 
and will power li could he any war 
except thai it's ;i lilm ol people of a 
certain age taking |>art in a war of their 
generation Ihot doesn't happen to be 
either the Civil War World War II or 
Korea      Cimino continues 
'The   Deer   Hunter''    spans   two 
decades, moving from the Simplicity of 
life in a small town to ihe horrors of a 
relentless lungle war in Southeast Asia 
Journalists w ho covered Ihe production 
during its extensive shooting schedule 
have described the lilm as a three 
hour saga on an epic scale " The 
complex development ol its characters 
against a background of lar ranging 
locations dictated the size, scope and 
length ol the film Kverything "urew 
• nit nl that necessity." says ("imino." 
and  is a lunction ol the story 
The project began when t'iminn met 
with KMI I sal down with them lor 
about two hours and told them the story 
and Ihej said, (in make it '" Cimino 
began working on the script and with 
Ins aides began scouling locations 
l-i\ ing out the physical production and 
writing the script simultaneously 
resulted in a screenplay which instead 
nl describing locations that had been 
conjured up. dcsrnlH-d real places " 
Other campus movies include 
"Itla/ing Saddles showing Friday 
night and Thank tiod It's Friday'' 
showing at midnight Friday night and 7 
.md'i p in Saturday and Sunday nights 
NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER 
Two Bedroom Apts. 
vs Central Air 
Conditioning 
(^ Off street parking 
ts Swimming Pool 
is Laundry Mat 
For more information 
c»*623-9304 
CAMPUS CINEMAS 12 
Uni.«'Vly Sf*oppingC«"l»« 
STARTS TOMORROW ! 
Marsha Mason 
Jamas Caan 
Neil Simon s . . 
Chapter Two 
c III- l   A1)      al .■   Mlov.    I .' :<)!)   > 
. NOW SHOWING.' , 
CriJSygGetWG 
R 
\'\ •>!*■'■• ■■>• V 1*1+ »', MM (.If lf.lt 
UtOIMl *0T1 
l*MMs;iDtKt 
Midniqhl Shows FridavA Saturday 
• fi''frr.«tr;r»irr 
Wow, what a movie! 
'Changling' scores 
big in scare tactics 
^•»t \ 
■ 
> 
•A 
Strummin' Along 
The guitarist wasfeaturedasthell S Army Field Band performed in the Brock 
Auditorium of the Coat es Building last Thursday The group appeared with the 
Army Soldier's Chorus and was sponsored by the Richmond Register and the 
University Centerboard   'photo by Steve Hrowni 
By till II ItnWl IN 
Staff Writer 
Wow. what a movie' 
ol all the scary movies I've seen this 
has got to lie one of the best. "The 
Chang 11 rig' kepi my wife and me 
practically glued together throughout 
Ihe whole show 
The movie starts out in upstate New 
York on a snowy day 
George C Scott plays Dr John 
Russell, a composer and teacher He 
and his family were out for a drive 
when the car stalled in the heavy snow 
His wife and daughter got out of the 
car to play as Russell went to a phone 
booth across the road lo call for help 
A large coal truck was coming down 
Ihe road al a high rate of speed 
Review 
Another car. coming from the op 
posite direction went out of control 
sliding in the snow To avoid hitting the 
car Ihe truck swerved to the right and 
tried lo stop, but couldn't since the 
roads were covered with snow 
It ran over Russell's wife and 
daughter as he watched from the phone 
IxMilh 
Subsequently. Russell moves from 
New York to-Washington stale to leach 
al a university He meets up with a 
lovely lady named Claire Norman 
iplayed by TTish Van Devere • Scott's 
w ife in real hfei who works for the local 
historical society. She promptly rents 
him an absolutely huge house that no 
one had lived in for vears 
Little did Russell or Claire Norman 
know that Ihe house was haunted 
I«ist week I reviewed Serial'' and 
told the ending Of this movie I will tell 
no more 
From the time Hussell lost his wife 
and daughter I which was about five 
minutes inlo the movie I I was on the 
edge of my seal 
The music was exceptionally good 
All one had to do was listen to II building 
in volume to know that something 
terrible was going lo happen 
Cenrge C Scott does a very good job 
as a troubled man trying lo com- 
municate with Ihe supernatural 
The house, which was the best 
haunted house I've ever seen in a 
movie, is complete with secret rooms, 
slamming doors and loud banging 
noises. 
The movie was very realistic, which 
added lo its scariness unlike movies 
like Dawn of the Dead"' where walking 
zombies were not only unrealistic but 
not I Tightening, as well 
I came out of this movie wondering if 
something like this could really happen 
The only unrealistic thing is that 
Russell stayed in Ihe house lo attempt 
lo solve Ihe mystery 
Who. in their right mind, would slay- 
in a huge mansion full of slamming 
doors, whispering voices and the like-1 
I would have lieen oul of the house 
alter Ihe first "hanging door" session 
nl course if Russell would have left, 
there wouldn't have been a movie 
Nonetheless, this movie is good, if not 
great It's well worth a matinee 
price it's probably even worth $3 Ml 
See this one 
Haled R No nudity or foul language, 
lust absolutely terrifying 
Musical notes 
Events scheduled for last weeks of semester 
Big Band Jazz 
Big band |a// will reign in Hiram 
Brock Auditorium as the I'niversity 
.la// Fnscmhlc plays its last concert ot 
Ihe academic year Tuesday. April 22 al 
. in p in 
Fnscnible director and Irombonisl 
Joe llainhnok invites all lovers of big 
band   jaZZ  lo attend this  free  concert 
The program will include Count 
Basic's recorded versions ol the old 
standard All ol Me" and Kanl.nl." 
Included, loo. will be "Whistling Tune." 
and "Western Reunion." Imth com 
l»ised by Gerry Mulligan. "I lira. " by 
Harry  .lames    Its' ballad "Tinsel"  by 
Maynard  Ferguson  and  Ihe  new   Don 
Mcn/a composition recorded by l-ouie 
Millson    "Samliandrea Swing " 
The concert will feature llambrick's 
trombone on the ballad "Body and 
Soul" and "Don't (Set Around Much 
Any More " 
The Fnscmhlc has just come away 
with honors Irom the Memphis Stale 
I'niversity Jar* Festival 
Niles Memorial 
The I Diversity's Department of 
Music will pay Iribule lo the dean and 
pioneer ol ihe American tnlk music 
renaissance when it presents the John 
Jacob Niles Memorial Concert on 
Monday. April 2H. at » in p m in (of 
lord Theatre ol the Jane F   Campbell 
Building 
Niles. who passed aw ay on March I of 
this year, was engaged for over 70 
vears as a composer, arranger, and 
singer He wrote more than 100 folk 
songs, including Ihe universally per 
lormed "I Wonder as I Wander " 
Performing many of Niles' songs and 
ballads tor the memorial concert which 
is free lo the public will be Jacqueline 
Roberts, Nancie Field and the 
I'niversity Singers under the direction 
ol Dr   David (ireenlee. 
Huberts, now a I'niversity voice 
teacher. Is-gan singing concerts with 
Niles in IH«7 and sang for the composer 
while he composed the Niles Merton 
Song Cycle and many other important 
art songs Field joined Niles in 1970 as 
his concert pianist 
The I'niversity Singers will bring to a 
i lose the one hour concert with Niles' 
arrangement of "Amazing Grace " 
Social and Concert 
An old -fashioned outdoor ice cream 
social and band concert will be held in 
Ihe Van IVursem Pavilion April 20 
The 1 p rri concert will feature the 
Sy mphomc Band, directed by Dr 
Robert llarlwell and Ihe Concert Band. 
directed In Richard Yeager, combining 
both standard and contemporary wind 
literature 
Ice (Team, pop corn and soft drinks 
will lie available The concert, spon 
sored by the Department of Music, will 
IH- tree and open lo Ihe public 
Main St. Towne Cinema Ph. 623 8884 
'"Coal Miner's 
Daughter'is an 
achievement 
in American 
cinema." 
Show Time 
7:00 & 
9:30 
Buccaneer Drive-In 
North U.S. 25 Phone 623-9234 
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
SED^^Pfc 
THE ELECTRIC 
HORSEMAN 
FQt> 
PLUS WILLIE NELSON'S 
4Thof July Celebration starring WILLIE NELSON 
Exchange 
Classified Ads 
It's Easy 
Call     622-1629 
CANOE TRIPS on Bo.kc.tll. Rivef 
Brochure Irom Rockrsille Adventure! 
Boi 66?   London   KY 40741   M4 S407 
Seers Lady Kenmore portable dith 
washer with woodblock fop Gold 
f icaNani    condition     $175     124 1043 
Richmond Rare Coin is now open on 
South Ponar Dnve behind Jerrys i We 
buy all U S corns, gold. »dver class 
rings Investment programs available 
Irom «2S 00 5600 00 monthly Call 
624 0W7 
NEW LOCATION Pampered Pet 104 
Big Hill Ave (23 0011 Tarantulas, all 
types ol pets pet supplies and plants, 
large selection ot lish Special 3 large 
Neons lor »1 00 Hours lur, 5 30 
p m 
Recordsmilh wants good used rock 
IPs   Cash or trade   6?3 5058 
REALISTIC home cassette stereo with 
speakers Use seperate or as com 
ponent Good condition, ashing M0 
2SM or C23 6734   Ask  lor  Willis 
SERVICE DIRECTORY 
People 
That 
Can 
Help 
Goodyear Service Store 
Wi- iiHii v<i" i|i> wilh confidence 
Mi'i II.IIIK s 111tilicd l>v ihr National 
liiMilutr* In* Auttrmnlivt' Service 
I  .1  .lll'IIH- 
■tlSfrfllr'rriByP.tss    623 3670 
Paul's Barber Shop 
S|K'ii.ili/ini| All Styles 
Pl'rms  Sii,n)s   Styling 
3 Hiif lifts In set VK-P 
6am   630|>m 
S I tst St   623 9766 
JACKS 1 HOUR CLEANERS offers suede and leather service as well as 
drapery cleaning, alterations, and storage Located at 205 Water St. 
Campus Cleaners 
Student prices Quality laundry and 
cleaning  Located in Ihe PoweH 
building 
Barger's Exxon 
Quick Service. Tire Sales. Dependable 
Towing Service "We'll come out and 
start your car." 
(KU B, PassPh 623 9711 
Richmond. Ky. 
Jack's 1 Hour Cleaner* 
Suede   Leelher Service 
DtaiH-ry Cleaning 
Alterations  Storage 
Mrm     Sal   7 X a m    6:30 p m 
205 Water  Richmond 623 6244 
Watson's T.V. Service 
Service on most makes and models 
We sell Zenith and Quasar " 
312 W  Irvine Si Ph 623 3272 
Richmond, Ky 
Pro Muffler F Tire Canter 
Quick repairs, competitive prices 
Goodyear Tires 
We accept Vaster Charge and Visa 
Open B 6 Ph 624 2100 
E  Mun b Halite Irvine Richmond 
Tony James VV. Some-; 
C.nmpkMeVW  Beparrs 
I nwest Price 
18 Ynars Experience 
Main and Corlins 
623 7627 
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Artistically Speaking 
Updated 
"And now. Weekend Update 
with i he Weekend Update arts 
editor." 
It's not Saturday Night live but 
jUM Thursday Morning IX-laycd. 
Nevertheless, this week I have 
some interesting updates on earlier 
columns this semester. 
Granted, you will understand 
these comments it you read my 
column regularly. 
- Most recently I predicted the 
winner* of the Academy Awards. 
Well. Monday night the awards 
were presented and alas, you can't 
win them all. 
With 44 percent of my choices 
correct lor the awards I was rather 
pleased with myself Monday night. 
1
 f-oui out of nine ain't bad. 
Wasn't that a song? Well, 
anyway . . . 
I was correct in assuming that 
Meryl Streep would win the 
oui'•landing supporting actress 
award. 
As I predicted, the winner of the 
hcM costume design was "All That 
la//." 
I was correct also in ms prophecy 
ol Dustin Hoffman as the Best 
Actor. 
In a final triumph I correctly 
named "Kramer vs. Kramer" as the 
Ik'st Picture ol the Year. 
Now loi the defeats. 
"It docs. It does" from "Norma 
Kac" won out over my choice of 
"The Rainbow Connection" for the 
lv-l  oi ie.lll.il song. 
"Stai Ireli" lost out to "Alien" 
in the area ol special effects, 
contiaiv to m\ predictions. 
Richard Henton, director of 
"Kramer vs. Kramer" defeated my 
choice for best director, Francis 
Coppola of "Apocalypse Now." 
Sally Field won the award for best 
actress over my choice of Jane 
Fonda. 
As Oscar nights go it was a 
decent, although long one. 
-- I am still awed by the beauty of 
the National Gallery of Art, my 
subject of March 6. Now I am 
reliving the wonders of some of the 
greatest artists of the world in a few 
photographs. 
-- Needless to say it seems that my 
March 20 column has helped my life 
considerably, lor instance, no one 
asks me a question before 10 a.m. 
because of my confessions of 
early -morning amnesia. 
Now if only I could get my 8 a.m. 
and 9:15 a.m. instructors to 
cooperate. 
-• As lor soap operas, which I 
wrote about earlier this month, they 
are as popular as ever and by the 
way, the blonde lived, but now has 
severe psychological problems. 
Aha, one of my favorite 
columns-"Virgin Viewing." My, 
did I get some comments about that 
one! 
"Rocky Horror Picture Show." 
the subject of the column is still 
showing at the Campus Cinemas, 
hut rumor has it that the) are not 
allowing any of the "foreign 
materials" into the theater such as 
rice, water, cards, etc. 
Ciieat lor the clean-up crew of the 
theater—disappointing for the die- 
hard "Rocky Horror" fans. 
- My new   language is catching 
on, I do believe. Although I only 
introduced the concept in the 
beginning of Fcbrurary, I have 
noticed a great increase in 
pronunciation by my new language. 
Kugr ud s buyvg sbf s bsbt ub skk,. 
-■ It seems thai my predictions for 
the '80s unveiled in January, still 
might be valid. We are all looking 
forward to the great year of 1985 
with its additions of the staff as I 
predict of Chuck Mangionc, Beverly 
Sills and l.iberace. 
"The World according to 
Ciarp" caused quite a stir at Western 
Kentucky University back in 
February. They were still not 
allowed to perform the play and it is 
my guess that they ai Western will 
be much more careful in chosing a 
play. 
— Progress on the new Aris 
Center for Kentucky planned for 
Louisville which I wrote about on 
Feb. 21 seem to be moving rather 
slowly. No new developments have 
been made public so it seems it will 
be a while before Kentucky can pui 
ihe center to use. 
- There are still those on campus, 
rumor has it, that si ill believe in 
Henry Siindi's creation which was 
the subject of my column of Jan. 31. 
His display of electromagnelic 
waves and microwave accumulator, 
not to mention the yagrantenna and 
transmitter, certainly impressed the 
visitor ol the Giles Gallery. 
Well, that just about recaps the 
majoi new developments in the 
aicas I have covered in my column 
this semester. 
"Good nighi and good news." 
Taking a breather 
(>ne musieian grimaced in concentration at his music as as 
his companions play on. All were members of the United 
States Army Field Band who participated in a concert on 
campus Thursday night   The US  Army Soldier's Chorus 
also performed that night   (photo by Sieve Brown) 
Viewer disturbed by audience 
String Orchestra concert typifies 
campus musical program crowd 
Python returns with venom 
"Mltftty Wlhnn returns to KKT when 
ihe wild .mil /jnv comedians reunite on 
The l'\ I hons. Saturday. April 19 at 11 
|im 
In this hour lung documentary. 
producer lain .lohnstone and a film 
rrew observe the Python at work and 
play Tin- Pythons" calches rare 
glimpses ol the slightly serious sides of 
Python members (iraham Chapman. 
John f'leesr. Krie Idle. Terry .lones. 
Michael I'.ihn and Terry (iilham 
The    M\    men,     |omed    by    Spike 
Mulligan who created "The C.non 
Show'' and Carolyn Cleveland who has 
appeared in several Python creations, 
talk about the origins and philosophy of 
the Monty Python phenomenon 
When it began in IHflH. "Monty 
Python's Klying Circus" got off to a 
slow start I.ike "The limn Show" of 
the HKMkt, its satirical humor developed 
a lull liki following which. Palin 
comments, consisted of "insomniacs, 
intellectuals and burglers " 
The cull  following grew  throughout 
the world 
Since IH75. Python members have 
l>ccn busy pursuing individual en- 
tertainment interests Interspersed 
with clips from some of their en- 
deavors, group members rattle off a 
lew of their accomplishments, which 
include writing books and producing 
and starring in films and television 
scries 
Saturday. May 3. KKT begins 
broadcasting six "never - before-seen" 
I'pjsodes 
Hv JOHN AMIWEM. RAYMOND 
(iurst Writer 
It was exemplary in every way 
The poor attendance, the ambitious 
inigram the various success of the 
pieces - all typified the Siring Or 
chest ra Concert in Brock Monday 
evening 
The opener. William Hoyce's Sym 
phony No I in It Hat. is a pleasant work 
and was played to complete satisfac- 
tion It was followed by the program's 
highlight the Tclemann Concerto in C, 
lor viola Alan Staples has directed the 
String Orchestra from its inception 
several years ago through last 
semester and it must have been a 
pleasure lo him to solo with the group 
he has helped build 
It certainly was a pleasure for the 
audience 
Staples'* viola tone is sweet and sure 
He is enjoyable lo watch ■ standing 
awkwardly awaiting an entrance..a 
silent man with a story to tell, all fluid 
grace and concent ration during the 
crossbowi-d  passage,   finishing  his 
cJ-fciv 
o n 
JW arts. 
Hlcnjrd McUonlld (OvyrMn) 
CricHll Porlwoix) 
Shall* Nuind 
Valour Karhy 
Mary Anderson 
OPEN 8 TIL? 
130 EAST MAIN STREET 
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475 
(606) 623-2300 
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN 
PARKING IN REAR. 
Str?i*iA 
of fiichmuni) 
l'i//u   rjxsj Sumlwklies 
Spaghetti  mi.    I.USUIJIIU 
Salads 
441 SHOPPERS VILLAGE 
Eastern ByPaas 
623-7154 
Dial., 
a summer job: 
800-331-1000 
Work as a Manpower 
temporary. Flexible 
schedules. Good pay. 
Assignments available in 
your college town or 
hometown. Please call, 
toll free. 
© MANPOWER riiapunAm *RVUS 
Americans Held 
Hostage 
(Is There Hope) 
1. Hostage to Alcohol 
2. Hostage To Drugs 
3. Hostage To Sex 
Perversion 
4. Hostage To Ungodliness 
ABORTION 
Why Is H Murder.? 
What Does The Bible 
Have To Soy? 
This W* be The 6:30 P.M. 
Message 
BAPTIST TEMPLE 
128 Boggs Lane 
Pastor Harold Humphrey 
'Preaching A Blessed 
Hope To A Terminal 
Generation ■' 
Have A Ball 
Roller Skating 
It's fun & exciting . . 
no wonder everyone is 
roller skating nowadays! 
Sunday 2-4 
Wednesday Night 7-9 
$2.50 
Friday & Saturday 6-10 
$3.50 
• Available For Groups • 
Jim's Roller Arena 
LANCASTER RD.      624-1474 
phrase* with a gesture of masterly 
satisfaction 
It is instructive to watch his bowing 
arm. loose from the elbow, with 
forearm perfectly smooth in its 
trajectory ;<n«t supple indeed at the 
wrist In comparison, concertmistress 
Kalhi Kcighner and the other student 
fiddlers seem stiff and tentative But 
the orchestra had a good sound and the 
performance was a joy 
Pachelbel's Kanon in I) followed 
intermission The lyrical counterpoint 
over a two bar oslinato is and was a 
gem 
The last piece on the program, the 
llnlberg Suite by (Irieg. seemed 
suitably calculated to demonstrate the 
tailings of the ensemble It was un- 
dcrpracticed. and that spare, rich 
Cirteg texture- served to accentuate the 
intonation problems the grnup suffers 
on held tones: muddy textures from th 
luldles marred both the technical and 
the legato passages 
Nevertheless, director Daniel Boyer 
should he well-satisfied Three-fourths 
of a demanding program were an un 
■ .litigated success and the remainder. 
though prohlcmmatical and con 
vincing moments and was by no means 
.1 total loss 
When he finishes his Master Boyer 
mil already be a hit of a conductor at 
Ihis rale 
While the music was good, the 
audience was not Perhaps fifty 
listeners, certainly not seventy-five, in 
.1 pitched bailie the orchestra could 
have held the slage handily 
This is a horrible comment on the 
t niversiK community - students. 
faculty and administration alike 
It is not as though the concert was 
musically unpalatable and it is cer 
tiiinly not as though everyone here is 
burned mil <-n the string ensemble 
repertoire 
tin the other hand, serious listeners 
would have lound their pleasure soured 
by the giggles, whispers and even 
'during ihe Telemann' lobby level 
conversation from Ihe music ap- 
preciation set. 
Many blue-carders would doubtless 
have preferred In have heen home with 
ihe Olivia Ncwlnn-.lnhn special on the 
lube 
A few others wish they had been 
jfmart       ',•,      7/   restaurant 
VARIETY Every Wednesday 4 til 7 
$197 NIGHT 
Choose an Entre 
VEAL CUTLET. CHUCKWAGON, 
LIVER & ONIONS. ^.K? H" 
TURKEY BREAST tinner 
Includes Small Drink & Jello Serving °&> ™l 7 °°  Sund»v Till S 00 
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center 
Caps and Gowns for 
Graduation will be 
distributed at the 
Bookstore 
Starting April 28th 
8:00 to 5:00 
Monday thru Friday 
Saturday, May 10 
8:00 until 
Graduation 
Students do not 
need to be measured 
in advance 
- ■ -     - v-i--. - 
Pafa 14/Vol. St/No. 29 
int EiMfn Pro^rm 
rhimdey. April 17. 1M0 
Enrichment 
available for 
children 
Knnehment and remedial work in 
rending will I*' available lo students in 
tirade* two through five in a summer 
|M nftrait) offered by Ihe Department of 
tVmenlarv KiliK'ation 
l lasses, w huh will begin June 23 and 
iml .lulx HI. will be held at Model 
l.-iboralory School Mondays through 
I'ridays from II to 12 noon A small 
materials fee will be charged 
Applications arc available now at the 
Klementarx Kducation office. Bert 
' ombs huilding Room 202 Since 
rroups will lie limited in size, ap- 
l-hcatmns will be processed on a first- 
i'Mine-first nerved basis Further in- 
iiirmalion may IH- obtained by con- 
laeting ihe Klementary Kducation 
'•Mice or Mabel W   Jennings  director 
Legal talk 
today 
h'rank V Kent on III. Newport, 
l.rcsidcnl and l.cs Whitmer. Frankfort. 
• vi'iiiuve director Kentucky Bar 
Association, will present a legal 
I'lumaiii open lo the public April 17 
I'.ciiion will speak on "Lawyers, the 
i i-gal I'rofession. Legal Keen, Ktc " in 
ihe 7 pm prograni m the Perkins 
Uiiiliting   auditorium    Whitmer    will 
peak «n Ihe Xssocialion and its service 
in law \ers ami I he public The occasion 
is i ■-nceial interest course now lieing 
■ niiiliKted in    The I.aw and You " 
l"he program is sponsored by the 
I'i\isimi id Kiipeinl 1'rograms anil the 
I i-f.il Xssistance I'rogram For lurther 
■letails call Jim Mi Cord. 622-5GIK. or 
I (oilerI  l.nter   I.L'2 1444 
Five represent 
El Salvador 
in model assembly 
Pinball wizard 
During a  few moments of free time. Rick Burkhardt. a 
sophomore police administration major from Dayton. Ohio. 
tries his hand at a game ol pinball in the recreation room of 
the Powell Building   iphoto by Will Mansfield) 
Study program offers students 
chance to tour Mexico 
Calkin 
elected 
I ni\crsii\ gymnastics coach Dr 
i.crald F Calkin has been elected 
-irii-i.irx treasurer of the National 
V-socialton of Collegiate (ivmnaslics 
1
 ikichrs ■ men i 
11iv elect ion came at ihe Association's 
• ■■cent niii'lmg al Lincoln. Neb Calkin. 
• •i.uli since 1172. lias lieen active in Ihe 
.iiHinal organization for some time He 
.i niemher oi ihe National Gym- 
islics Kiomechanics Task Force and 
the editorial staff of the technical 
ipplCfllCnl    ol    llilrili.llliill.il    (.Mllliavl 
vi.iga/ine. 
By  IA\KTJACOBS 
News Kditor 
The Foreign language Department 
is iiffering a chance to tour Mexico for 
lour weeks, practice the Spanish 
language daily and gain three hours 
credit in the process with their Mexico 
Travel Study I'rogram 
The program liegins May II and 
Students M ill return June 6 in time for 
Ihe summer term Approximately 20 
la-opic will go to Mexico via University 
vans Norris MacKinnon, assislanl 
professor of foreign languages, is ad- 
visor lor the trip 
The study plan involves both the 
travel itself and an individual project 
mi some aspect oi ihe trip Participants 
will engage in activities as a group hut 
will also have lime to ilu things on their 
own A knowledge of the Spanish 
language is recommended, but not 
required 
According lo MacKinnon, one of Ihe 
most interesting things to sec hap|icn is 
the cliange in altitude of students 
toward ihe language 
"It is entirely different when you go 
on Ihe scene and i an make the 
language work.' lie said ll is a real, 
live visible mean- ol communication 
Tlie program includes in days in 
Mexico City due to its easy access to 
mans museuilis markets and cultural 
activities   (iiiailal-a tat a. I'.it/cuaro. 
Tcotihuacan. Saltillo and  Cuannjuatn 
are other stops on the agenda 
The study program began in 1973 and 
has gone every year since except one 
since that time Orientation sessions 
w ill IK- held April 2(1 and 27 for students 
signed up for Ihe course MacKinnon 
said that there is still room for four or 
live more Interested students 
Approximate cost of the program is 
S27A lor transportation and lodging and 
v .I* tor additional expenses including 
'food, tuition, laundry and various ac- 
tivities I'ndergraduate students sign 
up for SPA 496; graduate students 
register for SPA 681 
I'm more informal ion contact the 
Foreign l.inguage Department at ZB96 
or MacKinnon al 622 12.11 
llvMHIM  MIIKK 
Staff Writer 
Five University students recently 
represented the country of El Salvador 
in the first National Model General 
Assembly of the Organization of 
American States (OASi held in 
Washington. DC 
During Ihe four-day assembly held 
from March 24-27. the students met 
with other college students from 
throughout the United States to discuss 
controversial issues and other subjects 
affecting the 27 states of the OAS 
According to Dr J.A Singleton, 
chairman of the political science 
department and co-adviser on the trip, 
students found the experience very 
interesting and informative 
Shortly alter the group arrived in 
Washington, the Archbishop of San 
Salvador was assassinated, thus put- 
ting even more responsibility "on the 
shoulders of the representatives of El 
Salvador." according lo Singleton. 
He added lhat the minister from El 
Salvador was (|uite helpful in ex- 
plaining lo the students the govern- 
ment's position on various items on Ihe 
agenda for Ihe following sessions 
Singleton said that the director of the 
model assembly, Dr. Michael Nwanze. 
associate professor of political science 
ill Howard and teacher at Georgetown, 
was also very helpful to the students 
The assembly was sponsored by OAS 
in conjunction with the Georgetown 
University l-itin American Studies 
I'rogram   and   held   in   the   Hall   of 
Americas   at   the  OAS   headquarters 
building in Washington 
Norman McKinney was the other 
University co-adviser on the trip 
University students who served as 
delegates for El Salvador were 
l.ynnetle Bakken. senior, law en 
lorcemenl. Tim l.angforo. junior, 
anthropology: l.u Settles, junior. 
English and Spanish. Phillip Slattery 
senior. Gorman; and Susan Gerald. 
Iiinior. Knglish education 
Singleton said that the students were 
Very supportive of a possible new 
course in the political science depart 
men) discussing Latin American 
politics 
Singleton said also that the depart 
menl hopes to make the delegation to 
OAS an annual experience for 
University students 
Society meets 
tonight 
The Madison Astronomical Society 
will hold its monthly meeting on 
Thursday April 17 at H p m at the 
observation deck on campus inear the 
one room school' lor an observing 
session The public is invited to attend 
In case ol bad weather. Ihe meeting 
will be in I (mini 241 of the Stratton 
Building 
For   more    information,    call    Dr 
Shirley Karron at R23-S04I 
Bars closed by ABC 
(Continued from page oml 
IK-I-M IMI previous probation and was 
ordered to close for 15 days, from 
Monday. April 28 to Monday. May 12." 
explained Cole, adding that if the bar 
does not |iay Die $525 it will be closed a 
total of :t(l days 
The Family Dog received fining 
identical lo the Bear and Bull. 15 days 
probated for period of one year and 15 
days pay or serve, along with Ihe order 
to close lor IS days due in their previous 
suspension Five students were cited in 
this case 
Rnice Blair of 
before IIM* Hoard 
Violation which <K 
Five minors were i 
A bartender was ; 
guilty in District < 
The bar received 
lor a i'i-i i.><l of one 
days pay or serve 
Phone   :t   appeared 
for the har"s lirst 
curred on March 6 
nvolved in this case 
ilsn cited and plead 
'ourt to lus charges 
todays. 15 probated 
year and another IS 
at $35 a day 
ARTS & CRAFTS MIR! 
APRIL 24 
10:00-600 
meditation chapel plaza 
sponsored by student senate 
and EKU centerboard 
University 
Film Series 
Admission   *1°° 
Presented in the Ferrell Room, 
Combs Building  Seven nights 
per week. Limited to EKU 
community. For additionel 
information call    622-3855 
5 WINNER ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING • 
BEST PICTURE! 
BEST DIRECTOR 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR   A 
BEST FILM EDITING       «■»• 
BEST SOUND 
Saturday 
April 19 
G    I   F 
Sat. & Sun. 
April 19 & 20 7:00 & 9:00 
*""*■**   TIM BAYS 
Voice & Guitar 
In Concert-The Ravine 
Tuesday April 22 
4:30-6:30 
Weather Permitting 
/ 
